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Food and Power in Early Medieval England:
Rethinking Feorm
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AB S TRACT

It has long been accepted that royal households in the pre-Viking period subsisted on
annual renders of food, sometimes termed feorm, from the free peasantry. This model of
royal support is historiographically fundamental, in the sense that it is built into the
foundations of much current thinking not just on the economics of kingship, but on its
origins, and on the process of ‘manorialization’. This article argues that the texts which are
conventionally read as references to these general-purpose food supplies are in fact
concerned with feasts. This is apparent when we scrutinize both the content of food lists
– which are so dominated by animal protein as to be inconsistent with the stable isotope
evidence for elite diet examined in our companion article – and the contexts of docu-
mentary references to feorm and (in Latin) pastus. The article concludes with a review of the
potentially far-reaching implications of this finding.

INTRODUCT ION

HISTORIANS AND FEORM

How did early English kings get their food? Despite the many obscurities
surrounding the emergence of kingdoms and kingship between the fifth and
eighth centuries, this is a question for which historians have long had a ready
answer. From the earliest times, kings are thought to have received renders
of food, known in Old English as feorm, from the free peasants of their kingdoms.
The consensus model was established by Frederic William Maitland in his 1897
work, Domesday Book and Beyond.1 Frank Stenton summarized it as follows:

The king’s feorm or food-rent … is often mentioned, though rarely defined, in early
documents. In its primitive form it consisted of a quantity of provisions sufficient to
maintain a king and his retinue for twenty-four hours, due once a year from a particular
group of villages. It was naturally rendered at a royal village within or near to the district
from which it came, and it was applied to the king’s use by the reeve whom he had set in
charge of this estate.2

1 F. W. Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond: Three Essays in the Early History of England (Cambridge,
1897), pp. 236–42.

2 F. M. Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England, 3rd ed. (Oxford, 1971), pp. 287–8.
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The burden of supplying the royal household in this way wasmeant to be equitably
distributed, such that the feorm obligation of each free household depended on the
size of its landholding. A family with a full hide of land owed twice as much, in
theory, as a family with half a hide. Royal households are imagined to have toured
their kingdoms constantly, at least in part because the food renders available to
them in any one locality were finite. Once they had been eaten it was necessary to
move on.3

It is often assumed that these renders of feorm were royal households’ primary
source of food, with kings’ own lands playing a minor supporting role at best. For
the most part this negative assessment of the significance of royal demesne
production is neither argued nor even asserted directly, but is a logical corollary
of framings that assign a central role to food renders. It is, for instance, implicit in
Thomas Charles-Edwards’ assertion that, when on circuit within their own
kingdoms, royal households ‘must be maintained by food renders that were likely
to have met all their main needs’.4 Rosamond Faith is unusual in having con-
fronted the issue directly, arguing that food renders remained the ‘basis of royal
support’ into the eleventh century, and that their ready availability ‘may have
ensured that many royal vills remained collecting centres rather than agrarian
enterprises’.5 This is not a subject to which archaeology can easily contribute. As
Helena Hamerow has pointed out, aside from rare cases, most early medieval
settlement sites have very few finds in general, let alone finds which could
definitively establish their status.6 Identifying possible ‘home farms’ from which
the upper elite’s demesne lands were directly exploited is a necessarily uncertain
endeavour, a matter of finding settlements with unusual features in proximity to

3 This model is widely accepted but rarely the focus of sustained attention. For modern discussions,
see R. Faith, ‘Feeding Lords and Kings’, Cultivating the Earth, Nurturing Body and Soul: Daily Life in
Early Medieval England. Papers in honour of Dr Debby Banham, ed. C. Voth (Turnhout, forthcoming);
R. Faith, ‘Feorm’, The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Anglo-Saxon England, ed. M. Lapidge, J. Blair,
S. Keynes and D. Scragg, 2nd ed. (Chichester, 2014), pp. 186–7; R. Lavelle, ‘Ine 70.1 and Royal
Provision in Anglo-Saxon Wessex’, Kingship, Legislation and Power in Anglo-Saxon England, ed. G. R.
Owen-Crocker and B. W. Schneider, Publ. of the Manchester Centre for AS Stud. 13 (Wood-
bridge, 2013), 259–73. For examples of the model’s acceptance in general works, see J. Campbell,
E. John and P.Wormald, TheAnglo-Saxons (Oxford, 1982), pp. 97, 212;H. R. Loyn,The Governance of
Anglo-Saxon England, 500–1087 (Stanford, CA, 1984), pp. 39–40 and 95–6; B. Yorke, Kings and
Kingdoms of Early Anglo-Saxon England (London, 1990), pp. 8, 19 and 162–3; A.Williams,Kingship and
Government in Pre-Conquest England, c. 500–1066 (Basingstoke, 1999), pp. 40–1; N. Higham and
M. Ryan, The Anglo-Saxon World (New Haven, CT, 2013), p. 144.

4 T. Charles-Edwards, ‘Early Medieval Kingships in the British Isles’, The Origins of Anglo-Saxon
Kingdoms, ed. S. Bassett (London, 1989), pp. 28–39, at 30.

5 R. Faith, The English Peasantry and the Growth of Lordship (London, 1997), pp. 38–9. P. H. Sawyer,
From Roman Britain to Norman England, 2nd ed. (London, 1998), p. 181, is unusual in explicitly
assigning a significant economic role to royal landholdings.

6 H. Hamerow, Rural Settlements and Society in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 2012), pp. 98–101.
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known elite centres and looking for indications of a link between them. Duncan
Wright has suggested three sites lying between 1.5 and 4 km from religious houses
at Soham, Ely and Malmesbury as possible ‘home farms’ but he follows Faith in
framing them as a distinctively ecclesiastical phenomenon, which developed
because stationary ecclesiastical communities’ dietary needs could not be met
through the traditional practices of itineration employed by kings. His hypothesis
is that these ecclesiastical ‘home farms’ differed significantly from their uniden-
tified royal equivalents, which did not experience the same pressure to provide
year-round food supplies.7

The idea that food renders were both economically central to royal households
and rooted in the distant past has implications for our understanding of the origins
of kingship itself, which have been worked through in detail by Robin Fleming.8

Her model helpfully draws together a number of strands of scholarship on regiones
– small territories that appear to have been the political building blocks fromwhich
kingdoms were constructed – and carries the implications of these ideas through
to their logical conclusion. In common with many others, she understands regiones
as tributary territories, characterized by systems of food renders that sustained
central households.9 She traces kings’ emergence back to an obscure point,
probably in the early-sixth century, when the ambitious heads of wealthy house-
holds began to extort food supplies and other services from their neighbours,
either creating these small regiones from scratch or redefining existing social and
geographical units as tribute-rendering territories. ‘The easiest way for these
would-be rulers to gather what was owed to them was to transform their
residences into central places and use them as collection points for all the goods
and services to which they were entitled’.10 The more successful of these proto-
kingly figures went on to seize control of many such central places, and found they
were able to support larger households by travelling on a circuit to each of them,
living ‘for a fewweeks on the bounty that they found there’.11 Thus the emergence
of kingship itself is imagined to have been inextricably entwined with the
establishment of the familiar system of itinerant royal households sustained by
feorm.

7 D. W. Wright, ‘Early Medieval Settlement and Social Power: the Middle Anglo-Saxon “Home
Farm”’ Med. Archaeol. 59.1 (2015), 24–46, esp. at 29 and 42.

8 R. Fleming, Britain after Rome: the Fall and Rise, 400 to 1070 (London, 2010), pp. 102–15.
9 On regiones, see S. Bassett, ‘In Search of the Origins of Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms’, The Origins of
Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms, ed. S. Bassett (London, 1989), pp. 3–27; T. Williamson, Environment, Society
and Landscape in Early Medieval England: Time and Topography (Woodbridge, 2013), pp. 82–106; R.
Faith, ‘Forms of Dominance in the Early Medieval Landscape’,Med. Settlement Research 23 (2008),
9–13.

10 Fleming, Britain after Rome, p. 104.
11 Ibid. p. 110
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However, royal food renders have gained the greatest historiographical prom-
inence not for their central economic role in sustaining royal households, nor for
what they imply about the origins of kingship as an institution, but because the
right to receive feorm often passed into non-royal hands. As kingdoms grew, kings’
feorm entitlements exceeded what they needed to supply their households by ever
greater margins, so it made sense to give them away to favoured nobles along with
the right to receive other, much more obscure, ‘public’ dues. One of Maitland’s
key insights was that this was what was happening in early charters, and that it led
to an important conceptual slippage.

Whatever the origin of the king’s feorm… it becomes either a rent or a tax. We may call it
the one or wemay call it the other, for so long as the recipient of it is the king, the law of the
seventh and eighth centuries will hardly be able to tell which it is. The king begins to give it
away: in the hands of his donees, in the hands of the churches, it becomes a rent. … In
some of the very earliest land-books that have come down to us what the king really gives,
when he says that he is giving land, is far rather his kingly superiority over land and
landowners than anything that we dare call ownership.12

This interpretation of the rights conveyed in charters hasmuch to recommend it and
mainstream historiographical opinion rapidly coalesced around it. Twentieth-
century scholarship included some dissenting voices, who argued that royal charters
did in fact convey outright ownership over all the land transferred, but Maitland’s
view that a combination of ‘superiority’ and ownership rights was usually involved
has always dominated and it now appears to have won out.13 In the terms Faith has
made standard, kings are understood to have had full ownership over tracts of
‘inland’ as well as looser superiority over areas of ‘warland’, and to have transferred
mixed bundles of these rights to others in both written and unwritten grants.14

Monasteries are thus understood to have been endowed not just with areas of
farmland to exploit as they wished, but with rights to receive feorm and other ‘public’
obligations from free peasants resident on tracts of formerly royal warland. Indeed,
charters for religious houses are just the written and preserved tip of a much larger,
perhaps mostly oral, iceberg of royal patronage. As Charles-Edwards has pointed
out, kingswere expected to endow thewarriors who served in their householdswith
land rights to reward them for their service; they also needed to allocate resources to
ensure that the large households of queens and sub-kings, bishops and ealdormen,

12 Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond, pp. 239–40.
13 Ibid. pp. 240–1. The parameters of the debate and the strong grounds for accepting Maitland’s

interpretation are reviewed in C. Wickham, Framing the Early Middle Ages: Europe and the
Mediterranean, 400–800 (Oxford, 2005), pp. 314–26. The clearest statement of the opposing view
is T. Aston, ‘The Origins of the Manor in England’, TRHS 8 (1958), 59–83.

14 On inland and warland: Faith, English Peasantry, chs. 2–5; P. Vinogradoff, The Growth of the Manor
(London, 1905), pp. 225–6.
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were adequately fed; and these great magnates also had military retinues which
served in the expectation of landed reward.15 As kingdoms expanded, feorm is
imagined to have become much more than just a system for the supply of the
king’s household. The right to receive royal food renders became central to the
period’s land-based patronage politics. The feorm rendered by free peasant house-
holds did not just feed the king and his retainers; routinely redirected by royal grants,
it sustained a broad chunk of the ruling elite.
This is where the conceptual slippage highlighted byMaitland becomes import-

ant. He theorized that in non-royal hands the ‘public’ nature of the obligation to
provide food renders was easily forgotten, and the feorm land-owning peasants paid
to lords and churches in time became impossible to distinguish from the rent paid
by tenants to landlords. This hypothesized process lies at the core of most modern
understandings of the centuries-long process of ‘manorialization’, which saw
England’s land-owning early peasantry reduced to a state of rent-paying depend-
ence. In the Marxist framing that has brought conceptual rigour to this subject,
feorm was originally an obligation characteristic of the ‘peasant mode of produc-
tion’: a relatively light render that fell universally on free land-owning households.
Eventually, it seems, it became just another form of rent in a ‘feudal mode’
economy where virtually all peasants were tenants of lords.16 Modern commen-
tators have built on Maitland’s reasoning, hypothesizing that this fundamental
economic shift was driven forward by lords and churches endowed with rights to
the king’s feorm. Keen both to increase the scale of this obligation and to reframe
the dues they received as forms of rent, over time they were able to exploit their
structurally powerful positions and get their way. Our evidence does not allow us
to track this dubious form of economic ‘progress’ with any precision. Few would
dispute that a peasant mode economy existed in the sixth century and there can be
no doubt that the feudal mode had triumphed by the twelfth, but opinions vary
greatly as to when in the intervening period to place the shift. Whereas for Chris
Wickham the process was ‘already relatively complete by 900 or so’, Fleming
identifies the tenth and eleventh centuries as the crucial period of change, and
Faith has recently argued that the crucial conceptual shift fits more plausibly in the
wake of the radical change in elite culture – the emergence of new ‘feudal thinking’
– ushered in by the Norman conquest.17

15 T. M. Charles-Edwards, ‘Social Structure’,ACompanion to the Early Middle Ages: Britain and Ireland,
c. 500–c. 1100, ed. P. Stafford (Chichester, 2009), pp. 107–25, at 111–14; Charles-Edwards, ‘Early
Medieval Kingships’, pp. 31–2.

16 For modes of production, Wickham, Framing, pp. 535–41.
17 Wickham, Framing, p. 350; Fleming, Britain after Rome, p. 287; R. Faith, The Moral Economy of the

Countryside: Anglo-Saxon to Anglo-Norman England (Cambridge, 2020), esp. pp. 184–93. For an
alternative to this dominant account of social change driven primarily by acquisitive elites, see
T. Williamson, Environment, Society and Landscape in Early Medieval England: Time and Topography
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The question of how kings got their food is thus not the minor issue it may
initially seem, an administrative technicality of interest only to myopic period
specialists or broad-minded antiquarians. Much has been built on the long-
standing consensus that free peasants were, by ancient custom, expected to supply
their rulers’ households with food. These food renders have informed theories
about the beginnings of English kingship in the era before it emerges in our written
sources; they are central to our understanding of what was at stake in the land-
based patronage politics that characterized kingdoms from the seventh century
onwards; and they sit at the core of ongoing debates about long-term processes of
social, economic and cultural change that resulted in the subjection of England’s
once-free peasantry. Ever since Maitland, ideas about food renders have been
woven through historical and archaeological interpretations of a number of
subjects at a foundational level. Any significant rethinking of his vision of feorm
is likely to have far-reaching implications.

REFRAMING FEORM

In this article, we set out the core case in favour of such a rethink, offering a
different interpretation of the king’s feorm.There is a great deal to suggest that the
word feorm in this context, and virtually all related contexts, referred to a feast and
not to render of general-purpose food supplies (‘feast’, of course, is a well-
attested sense of the word feorm).18 Free peasant households appear not to have
been obliged to provide early kings with food to support their ordinary diets, but
it seems they were expected to host visiting kings at lavish communal banquets.
These feasts are likely to have involved several hundred people eating prodigious
amounts of food; anyone with the fortitude to consume double an ordinary day’s
calorie intake would easily have been able to do so. The implied numbers are
larger than we would expect for just a royal household and a few noble guests,
and would fit well with the theory that the peasants who provided the food
traditionally attended these feasts as hosts. And, crucially, the food available was
heavily skewed towards animal products. As this essay’s companion article
shows, there is little in the bioarchaeological record for this period consistent
with the regular consumption of such enormous quantities of animal protein,
even among the elite. Unless further data changes the archaeological picture, the
inference must be that these lavish feasts were infrequent occurrences. We have
no grounds for imagining that kings spent their years flitting from one locality’s
feast to the next, eating vast quantities of mutton and beef. Rather, we ought to

(Woodbridge, 2013), esp. pp. 21–34 and 107–24, which has manorialization occurring ‘from
below’ as a result of economic change and demographic growth.

18 Toronto Dictionary of Old English website, s.v. feorm.
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envision them spending most of their days eating a cereal-based diet similar to
that of the peasantry, presumably sourced primarily from their own landhold-
ings. The food and drink at these occasional grand feasts may have been
something of a treat for royal households, but it is unlikely that kings attended
them because they had a pressing economic need for large quantities of food. It
is more probable that these feasts were important in political and symbolic
terms; they were special occasions on which a king’s legitimacy was publicly
recognized and his authority accepted.
This article makes the case for this interpretation in three steps. It begins

with a quantitative analysis of the food list that appears in chapter 70.1 of the
laws of King Ine of Wessex (henceforth Ine 70.1). This allows us to establish
the proportions of the meals envisaged, and also the probable size of each
individual portion: these features of the food list strongly suggest it was
conceived as a list of supplies for a feast, not as a render of general-purpose
food supplies. The second stage is to extend this quantitative analysis and
confirm this finding, by demonstrating that Ine 70.1’s characteristic features –
the large portion sizes and the relative proportions of bread, ale and animal
products – align remarkably closely with a wider corpus of food lists from early
medieval England. The final step is to set these findings in their broader
context, reviewing the wider body of documentary references to both feorm

and its Latin near-equivalent, pastus. It is not feasible to provide a comprehen-
sive treatment of these terms’ usages here, but a brief survey is sufficient to
make the point that there is much in this wider body of evidence that is
suggestive of a context of feasting.
A lot of historiographical digestion will be required before the wider ramifi-

cations of reframing feorm along these lines are fully apparent. Replacing food
renders with local feasts makes it much more difficult to imagine early regiones,
the political building blocks of kingdoms, as territories defined by tributary
relationships; it demands that we think again about what kings were giving away
when they transferred their rights over vast land-units in charters; and in
questioning the plausibility of the conceptual slippage identified by Maitland
(the obligation to provide a feast being readily distinguishable from an obliga-
tion to pay rent), it suggests that the dominant model of manorialization
requires revision. Each of these is far too involved a topic to address compre-
hensively here, but the article concludes with an attempt to survey the likely
historiographical implications of reframing ‘food renders’ as feasts, seeking to
highlight not only potentially fertile avenues for further research and reinter-
pretation, but also points at which such a reframing serves to provide additional
support to existing lines of argument.
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A QUANT ITAT IVE ANALYS I S OF INE 70. 1

THE PROBLEMS OF QUANTIF ICATION

We begin, then, with the Laws of Ine. This text survives as part of King Alfred’s
Domboc, a late-ninth-century work in which an extensive preface based on the Book
of Exodus is followed by Alfred’s own laws, with a compilation of legislative edicts
attributed to Ine following as an appendix. There are no indications that theAlfredian
compiler amended this text when creating the Domboc, so it is generally accepted as
deriving from Ine’s reign (c. 688–726).19 The relevant passage is clause 70.1:20

From ten hides as fostre: ten fata of honey, 300 loaves, twelve ambra of Welsh ale, thirty of
clear ale, two full-grown cattle or ten wethers, ten geese, twenty hens, ten cheeses, an amber
full of butter, five salmon, twenty pundwæge of fodder and 100 eels.21

Though it is not made explicit, the fact that this passage appears in a
compilation of royal legislative decrees strongly implies that the right to fostre,

or ‘sustenance’,22 being asserted here is a royal right, as virtually all commen-
tators have supposed.23

19 The text is a composite that combines an uncertain number of royal edicts, with only the one
issued at the 688–693 assembly securely datable. It is possible that some parts of this composite
text derive from the reigns of different kings whose law-giving activities the Alfredian compiler
did not choose to celebrate (it is worth noting that Ine was a symbolically significant early king for
Alfred’s family: his grandfather’s dynastic legitimacy rested solely on a claim to descent from Ine’s
brother). Though the most likely interpretation is that Ine 70.1 originated as an edict issued
sometime in Ine’s reign, the outer limits for its date are perhaps c. 650 (supposing a very early edict
that got swept up into a compilation of Ine’s legislation) and c. 850 (supposing it to be a ninth-
century edict that was appended to a compilation of Ine’s legislation not long before that text was
incorporated in theDomboc). See P. Wormald, ‘“Inter Cetera Bona Genti Suae”: Law-Making and
Peace-Keeping in the Earliest English Kingdoms’, in his Legal Culture in the Early Medieval West:
Law as Text, Image and Experience (London, 1999), pp. 179–99, at 188–91. I. Ivarsen, ‘King Ine
(688–726) and theWriting of English Law in Latin’,EHR 137 (2022), 1–46 argues that Ine’s laws
were originally composed in Latin and translated into Old English under Alfred.

20 The standard numeration of clauses remains that of F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen,
3 vols. (Halle, 1903–16) I, 88–123. S. Jurasinski and L. Oliver, The Laws of Alfred: theDomboc and
the Making of Anglo-Saxon Law (Cambridge, 2021), pp. 370–436, incorporates Liebermann’s
scheme for ease of reference but also offers a new, rationalized numbering scheme, under which
the relevant passage is clause 72.

21 ‘Æt x hidum to fostre x fata hunies, ccc hlafa, xii ambra wilisc ealað, xxx hluttres, tu eald hriðeru
oððe x weðeras, x gees, xx henna, x cesas, amber fulne buteran, v leaxas, xx pundwæga foðres ⁊
hundteontig æla’. Text: Jurasinski and Oliver, Laws of Alfred, pp. 430–1; Gesetze I, 118–19. The
translation is our own. On the word hriðer, see D. Banham and R. Faith, Anglo-Saxon Farms and
Farming (Oxford, 2014), pp. 113–14.

22 TorontoDictionary of Old Englishwebsite, s.v. fostre.The term is perhaps best understood as theOld
English equivalent of the Latin pastus; see Ivarsen, ‘King Ine’, pp. 9–10.

23 The exception is Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England, p. 288, which argues that Ine 70.1 constituted such
a ‘formidable rent’ that it cannot be read as ‘the traditional claim of a king to support from his
subjects’ land’ and must instead ‘represent the management of an estate for a lord’s profit’.
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A second foundational observation, and a highly significant one in the present
context, is that the list includes several elements that imply a context of rapid
consumption. The salmon and eels would of course have perished very quickly,
perhaps the butter too, but the most telling indicator is that bread and ale are
requested rather than malt and meal, or raw grain. Small round buns may have
remained edible, in a dry and hardened form, for weeks or months after baking,
but it is improbable that bread in this condition would have been acceptable in elite
households. Even if its life was extended through the use of hops, which may not
have been a universal practice, the ale would have soured in matter of days.24

Quick consumption is also consistent with wethers (adult male sheep) being
requested when ewes would have been the obvious choice for both dairying and
breeding purposes, and with the specification that the cattle be full grown. There
are good prima facie grounds, then, for thinking that the king is asserting his right to
be provided with food to be eaten, as Debby Banham has long maintained.25 The
alternative, that the framers of this edict understood the foodstuffs listed to be
destined for royal storehouses, the livestock for royal herds, would be difficult to
reconcile with these aspects of the text. If this were what the author of Ine 70.1 had
in mind, we would expect to see a list more like the one King Offa of Mercia took
the unusual step of reserving in 793� 796, when he granted a sixty-hide land-unit
at Westbury-on-Trym, Gloucestershire, to the church of Worcester.26 This list
(discussed in more detail below) is our only other direct evidence for the content
of the king’s feorm. It contains no butter or fish, and its cereal-based content is

24 Hops: D. Banham, Food and Drink in Anglo-Saxon England (Stroud, 2004), p. 26. Any suggestion
that the fish, eels or meat requested here were preserved by salting, smoking or drying would be
problematic. Processing raw foodstuffs – milling flour, baking bread, brewing ale, salting or
smoking meat and fish, making cheese and butter – requires the investment of substantial time,
labour, and resources, and we must assume that the framers of supply lists would have been
careful to specify such processes explicitly if they expected them to take place. We are grateful to
Debby Banham discussing these points with us.

25 Dr Banham confirms that she has often argued this in presentations and is surprised that it does
not appear to have made it into print. The point is attributed to her in Faith,Moral Economy, p. 52.

26 Charters are cited below by their number in P. H. Sawyer, Anglo-Saxon Charters: an Annotated List
and Bibliography (London, 1968), in its revised form available online as the ‘Electronic Sawyer’
(www.esawyer.org.uk), abbreviated Sþ number.Where possible, texts are cited from the editions
published in the multi-volume British Academy series: Charters of Christ Church, Canterbury,
ed. N. Brooks and S. E. Kelly, 2 pts, AS Charters 17–18 (Oxford, 2013); Charters of St Augustine’s
Abbey, Canterbury, ed. S. E. Kelly, AS Charters 4 (Oxford, 1995); Charters of Peterborough, ed. S. E.
Kelly, AS Charters 14 (Oxford, 2009); Charters of Rochester, ed. A. Campbell, AS Charters
1 (London, 1973); Charters of St Albans Abbey, ed. J. Crick, AS Charters 12 (Oxford, 2007) using
abbreviations for the archive (CantCC, CantStA, Pet, Roch, StAlb), with number. Texts of charters
not yet covered by the new edition are cited from earlier editions: J. M. Kemble, Codex
Diplomaticus Ævi Saxonici, 6 vols. (London, 1839–48), and W. de G. Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum,
3 vols. (London, 1883–94), using the abbreviations KCD and BCS, with number. Offa’s charter
for Westbury-on-Trym is S 146 (BCS 273). Its authenticity is discussed below, p. 28, n. 71.
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overwhelmingly raw grain rather than ale or bread. These features suggest that it
was framed with the practicalities of storage in mind. The contrast with Ine 70.1 is
telling.
Close analysis of the content of Ine 70.1 significantly reinforces this impression.

To get a sense of how much food was demanded we need to make some
interpretative assumptions. These are set out in full in Appendix 1, alongside
those relevant to the other food lists analysed in this article. The crucial point to
stress here is that though we are well placed to estimate the size of some
components of the list, others are more obscure. These figures therefore vary
in their reliability.
The estimates for animals are the most certain. The main challenge is the fact

that modern farm animals are the products of long processes of selective breeding
and therefore unreliable guides to what would have been available in our period.
For poultry we have simply taken ‘small’ modern birds as our guide but for the
larger animals that make up the bulk of the meat in our food lists it is less
straightforward. The heights of early medieval livestock can be determined from
the zooarchaeological record, yet how these heights relate to weight is uncertain.
Even modern ‘heritage breeds’, old-fashioned today, are products of eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century agricultural innovation and likely to be bulkier than early
medieval livestock. The issue is compounded by the ‘dressing percentages’ used to
estimate the expected meat yield of a carcass of a specific weight. Modern dressing
percentages reflect animals bred to put on fat and muscle; they must be too high
but it is hard to guess by how much. Though we initially attempted to come to
estimates of meat yields by applying the proportions derived from smaller modern
animals to zoorachaeological height data, we ultimately concluded that there was a
significant risk this method would lead to overestimates.27 Instead, we have opted
for proxies. For beef and mutton, we have adopted A. J. S. Gibson’s closely
reasoned estimates of the weight and calorie content of Scottish sheep and cattle,
prior to the eighteenth-century advent of ‘improved’ breeds.28 These numbers,
based on early modern textual sources, are significantly lower than those produced
by our efforts to apply ‘heritage breed’ proportions to early medieval skeletons.
Indeed, it is possible that they are underestimates, reflecting more challenging
climatic conditions than those which obtained in early medieval England. But a
possible underestimate is exactly what we need in the context of the argument

27 These calculations are nevertheless included in the supplementary materials to this article. The
proportions of modern animals in areas of the world less deeply affected by agricultural
intensification are likely to be better models than these heritage breeds, but this data was all
we could find at the time we made these preliminary calculations.

28 A. J. S. Gibson, ‘The Size and Weight of Cattle and Sheep in Early Modern Scotland’,Agricultural
Hist. Rev. 36.2 (1988), 162–71, at 168 and 170.
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pursued here, which stresses the very large amounts of meat involved in food lists.
To establish this point safely we need conservative estimates for meat yields.
Determining the size of loaves and cheeses is more difficult. We are particularly

short of information on what constituted ‘a cheese’. We have taken a 3 kg
Manchego (a hard sheep’s cheese) as our guide, but this barely qualifies as an
educated guess; it would be unwise to make it bear much interpretative weight.29

For the bread we have assumed a ‘loaf’ represents an individual portion. Much
depends on this so it is fortunate that there are several good reasons to think it
correct. The most important is the context of production. Banham has observed
that even in the eleventh century itmay have been rare for non-urban households to
have access to an oven, and hearth-baking is likely to have produced loaves that
were ‘shallowly risen (unless baked under a pot), quite small by our standards, and
almost certainly round’.30 She points out that this is consistent both with monastic
sign-language, which suggests that the loaves silently passed along refectory tables
were small and round, and with our one relevant archaeological find: some badly
charred round buns found in the remains of an eleventh-century house fire in
Ipswich, which are unlikely to have measured more than about fifteen centimetres
in diameter before the fire.31 To Banham’s points we can add that theLiber Eliensis
implies that each monk received his own individual loaf (or possibly multiple small
loaves) atmeal timeswhen it explains that gifts of gold and silver toElywere divided
equally between the brothers and ‘set beside everyone’s loaves in the refectory’.32

29 For considerations in favour of sheep’s cheese, see Banham and Faith, Farms and Farming,
pp. 111–12. On size, see Anglo-Saxon Charters, ed. A. J. Robertson, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1956)
[hereafter ASChart], p. 252: a fragment of a post-Conquest will that allocates eight pence for the
purchase of an cese. This implies a cheese worth almost as much as two sheep: it must have been
large. However, Banham, Food and Drink, p. 55, argues that cheeses might have varied in size
according to context, with large cheeses for storage and small ones for immediate consumption.
If this is correct and the latter were at issue in these texts, our 3 kg estimate is probably excessive.

30 Banham, Food and Drink, pp. 21–2.
31 Ibid. p. 22. In their carbonized form the Ipswich loaves measure about ten centimetres but they

are likely to have shrunk in the fire. When pressed, Banham guessed that the original Ipswich
loaves might have weighed half a pound, 227 grams (pers. comm.).

32 Liber Eliensis ii. 84 (Liber Eliensis, ed. E.O. Blake, Camden 3rd ser. 92 (London, 1962), p. 152;Liber
Eliensis: a History of the Isle of Ely from the Seventh Century to the Twelfth, trans. J. Fairweather
(Woodbridge, 2005), p. 180): ‘iuxta panes cunctorum in refectorio … locaretur’. This passage
of the twelfth-century text recounts wise customs introduced in the time of Abbot Leofsige
(1029–?1044), perhaps following a lost earlier source. Allusions to loaves in other texts are
consistent with a world in which normal loaves were small and larger ones needed to be specified.
Several texts envision loaves being doled out to the poor as alms: S 1188 (CantCC 42); S 1197
(CantCC 84); VIÆthelstan, ch. 8.6 (Gesetze I, 180). It is tempting to understand these as individual
portions, as this would presumably have made sense for practical purposes. However, the mid-
eleventh-century Abbotsbury guild statutes require every two guild-brothers to contribute ‘one
broad loaf, of good quality and well supplied with something to eat with it, for our common
almsgiving’ (ænne bradne hlaf well besewen ⁊ well gesyfled to urum gemænum ælmyssan) on the eve of its
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All the same, because our assumptions need to be conservative in the context of an
argument that stresses the surprisingly small quantities of bread in many contem-
porary food lists, we have tried to err on the side of generosity and assumed a loaf at
the upper end of what is plausible. We estimate a loaf weighed 300 grams,
equivalent to approximately six slices of modern British ‘thick-sliced’ supermarket
bread.
The most problematic area of haziness is measures of volume. Ine 70.1 refers to

‘ambers’ (ambra) of ale and butter, and ‘vats’ (fæta) of honey, and we encounter
several other uncertain measures across other texts. Though it is tempting to read
back from later medieval evidence in this context, it is unsafe to assume that
measures of weight and volume remained basically stable across the centuries.33

Jean-PierreDevroey gives the example of the Romanmuid of twenty pounds, which
became the eighth-century Frankishmuid of sixty-four pounds, expanded to ninety-
six pounds after reform in 792–793, only to emerge in the thirteenth century at a
staggering 3600 pounds – 180 times its original size!34 Fortunately, broadly con-
temporary medical texts provide a more reliable way of approaching the most
important of our units, the ‘amber’. They reveal ambers rather smaller than the

annual feast. Diplomatarium Anglicanum aevi Saxonici: a Collection of English Charters, ed. and trans.
B. Thorpe (London, 1865), p. 606; English Historical Documents c. 500–1042, ed. D. Whitelock,
Eng. Hist. Documents 1, 2nd ed. (London, 1979), no. 139. It seems that the loaves appropriate to
almsgiving here were larger than the standard loaf, and the possibility that this was traditional
makes it difficult to be certain about the size of earlier alms-loaves.We know that on the continent
they could potentially be very large, because Adalhard of Corbie refers to loaves weighing almost
1.5 kg being baked for his abbey’s almshouse in 826. See Devroey, ‘Units of Measurement in the
Early Medieval Economy: the Example of Carolingian Food Rations’, French Hist. 1 (1987),
69–92, at 80. The Panis Abbendonie attributed to the tenth-century Abbot Æthelwold by the mid-
thirteenth-century B manuscript of Historia ecclesie Abbendonensis is said to weigh five marks, in a
context where Æthelwold’s wise generosity in ensuring leftovers were available for almsgiving
was being stressed, in contrast to meagre rations that prompted dissension in the twelfth century.
This loaf would have been of a similar sort of scale to Adalhard’s if we assume a mark weighed
two thirds of a pound, but it is possible that this story reflects thirteenth-century assumptions
about both loaf sizes and appropriate monastic rations. See Historia ecclesie Abbendonensis, chs.
i. B207 and ii. 214a (Historia ecclesie Abbendonensis: the History of the Church of Abingdon, ed. J. Hudson,
2 vols. (Oxford, 2002–7) I, 340 and II, 332–8). Banham,Food andDrink, p. 22, notes that loaves of
this size are likely to reflect circumstances of large-scale production, which it would be
inappropriate to assume in the context of renders demanded from pre-Viking peasant house-
holds. It is noteworthy that the ninth-centuryOldEnglishMartyrology intends us to be impressed by
the asceticism of Paul the Hermit when it relates that he survived for sixty years on half a loaf a
day; it is envisaging loaves considerably smaller than those implied by these texts. See The Old
English Martyrology: Edition, Translation and Commentary, ed. and trans. C. Rauer, Anglo-Saxon Texts
10 (Cambridge, 2013), 46.

33 This is the approach taken in A. Hagen, Anglo-Saxon Food and Drink (Ely, 2010), pp. 319–25. It is
applied more cautiously in H. Fairbairn, ‘The Value and Metrology of Salt in the Late Eleventh
Century’, Yorkshire Numismatist 4 (2012), 171–8.

34 Devroey, ‘Units of Measurement’, p. 86.
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145-litre barrels implied by thirteenth-century evidence.35 An amber of ale is small
enough to be lifted for an invalid to drink from until he vomits; at one point a ‘ten-
amber’ kettle is called for; another recipe asks for two ambers of bullock’s urine.36

This is somethingmore like a bucket than a barrel.We can also infer something from
the implicit hierarchy of units. InBald’sLeechbook the amber appears to be the unit of
volume above a ‘sester’, which is defined as fifteen pounds: approximately five litres
of water.37 A ten- to twenty-litre bucket seems plausible for the next step up from
this, the sort of container that a single person could carry over a distance while full.
We have assumed fifteen litres. This figure can be tested against King Æthelstan’s
order that destitute Englishmen be provided every month with an amber of meal
and either a shank of bacon or a ramworth four pence.38 Fifteen litres of wholemeal
flour contain approximately 28,940 kcal, or 965 kcal per day over thirty days. With
themeat from a ram added, the destitute Englishmanwould have close to 1,600 kcal
of food per day.Ourfifteen-litre amber thus looks like it is of roughly the right order
of magnitude; we may have underestimated slightly, but probably not by a very
significant margin. Ine’s ‘vat’ (fæt) of honey is much less certain. The word itself
seems to be a non-specific term applicable to containers of a range of sizes, meaning
something like ‘vessel’, and does not occur in any of the other food lists analysed
here.39 Our guess of 4.2 litres is based on the ratio of ale to honey in an early ninth-
century Kentish list of feast supplies (quoted below), but this should not be relied
upon; the inference is defensible only if one assumes that the purpose of the honey
was to sweeten the ale, which is not certain.40

INE 70.1 AS A FEAST

Table 1 and Table 2 set out the results of applying these assumptions to Ine 70.1.
The text offers two alternatives for livestock, permitting ten wethers to be
substituted for two oxen. Rather than give separate figures for these two options,
our calculations assume a middle-ground scenario in which one ox and five
wethers are provided. This results in food supplies totalling 1.24 million kcal.41

35 Hagen, Handbook, p. 322, relies on the fact that an amber is defined as four bushels in a late
thirteenth-century text, equivalent to thirty-two gallons (145 litres). The best discussion of the
amber is Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth and Tenth Centuries, ed. F. E. Harmer
(Cambridge, 1914) [hereafter SEHD], pp. 73–4.

36 Leechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcraft of Early England, ed. O. Cockayne, 3 vols. (London, 1864–6) II,
86, 272, 332.

37 Leechdoms II, 298. On the sester: SEHD, pp. 79–80.
38 Æthelstan Alm., ch. 1 (Gesetze I, 148).
39 Toronto Dictionary of Old English website, s.v. fæt.
40 S 1188 (CantCC 42).
41 Because two cattlewould have yielded roughly twice asmuchmeat as tenwethers, the total is higher

if we assume they were rendered: 1.32 million kcal. The figure for ten wethers is 1.16 million kcal.
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As discussed above, there are good reasons to hypothesize that the 300 loaves
demanded imply that these supplies were intended to provide 300 individual
meals. If that is the case, each of these meals involved 4,140 kcal. This is a lot of
food, far toomuch for the idea that this represents an ordinary meal to be credible.
It is, however, a believable amount to lay on for a feast on a special occasion, with
the expectation that everyone would arrive hungry, eat their fill, and still leave

Table 1:
The content of the food list in Ine 70.1.

Food type Number Weight (kg) kcal % total kcal

Loaves 300 90 195,300 15.7%
Cattle 1 110 170,368 13.7%
Sheep 5 53.5 91,500 7.4%
Geese 10 30 71,490 5.8%
Hens 20 20 26,200 2.1%
Salmon 5 22.5 35,039 2.8%
Eels 100 84 59,640 4.8%
Cheeses 10 30 123,300 9.9%
Butter (ambers) 1 14.4 107,136 8.6%
Ale, Welsh (ambers) 12 181.8 54,000 4.3%
Ale, Clear (ambers) 30 454.5 135,000 10.9%
Honey (fæta) 10 60.06 172,973 13.9%
Totals 1,151 1,241,946

Table 2:
The individual meal implied by Ine 70.1, assuming one loaf per diner.

Food type Portion size kcal

A loaf of bread 300 grams 651
Meat (beef, mutton, goose, chicken) 712 grams 1,199
Fish (salmon and eel) 355 grams 316
Dairy (cheese and butter) 148 grams 768
Honey 200 grams 577
Ale (clear and Welsh) 2.1 litres 630
Total food 1,715 grams 3,510
Total drink 2.1 litres 630
Overall total 4,140

Animal protein (kcal) 2,282
Animal protein (%) 55.1%
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leftovers to spare.42 Divided equally, each participant would get their loaf and a
varied selection of meat, fish and dairy products, all washed downwith 2.1 litres of
ale (possibly sweetened with the honey). The proportions are just about plausible,
which is an encouraging sign for our assumptions, though the amount of meat and
fish is prodigious. Each loaf was accompanied by over 500 grams of mutton and
beef, plus another 500 grams in salmon, eel and poultry. The only way to reduce
the scale of these seemingly gargantuan meals is to assume that an individual diner
would take two or more sittings to eat their way through a single loaf of bread,
which is an unlikely hypothesis given the many indications that loaves were small.
But regardless of the scale of the individual meals implied by Ine 70.1, the

implications of this food list’s proportions are inescapable. If these were the
general food supplies that sustained Ine’s household, as the literature has long
assumed, his retainers and servants would have been accustomed to eating
servings of meat and fish that weighed three to four times as much as the bread
they accompanied. As we show in this article’s companion piece, this is more than
just an implausible hypothesis, it is actively contradicted by the evidence of stable
isotope analysis, which suggests that nobody in this period ate an ordinary diet so
skewed towards animal products. The implication is that Ine 70.1 is a list of
supplies for a special occasion rather than everyday consumption.43 We are
evidently dealing with a feast, and the sort of feast easily capable of defeating
300 avid appetites. We should probably imagine leftover meat being used for
stewing in the days that followed.

OTHER L I STS OF FEAST SUPPL I E S

But what about the possibility that there is some error in the text, or that we are
misunderstanding its context? Could it be, for instance, that Ine 70.1 seems oddly
proportioned because its figures have been distorted by a copyist, or because we
have failed to appreciate that these supplies were augmented by another 2,000
loaves from another source, or because everyone understood that some of the
cattle and wethers were for adding to the king’s herds and not for immediate
eating?44 Could it be a mistake even to analyse it as a practical measure? Ryan

42 To provide some sense of scale, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) currently
recommends that a ‘very active’ man aged 18–29 consume 3,340 kcal per day, or 3,006 kcal if
he is merely ‘active’. These values decrease for older age categories; for men aged 50–59 the
equivalent figures are 3,149 kcal and 2,834 kcal. Figures calculated using the EFSA’s Dietary
Reference Value tool online.

43 See S. Leggett and T Lambert, ‘Food and Power in Early Medieval England: a Lack of (Isotopic)
Enrichment’, this volume.

44 It is worth stressing, however, that the corollary of hypothesizing that some livestock were not
slaughtered and eaten immediately, in a feast on the day they were rendered, is that they were kept
so they could be slaughtered and eaten later on. All early medieval livestock would have ended up
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Lavelle has detected biblical inspiration in the parallel between this list and the
daily food supplies said to have been brought to King Solomon by the many
peoples he ruled, and other aspects of Ine’s list suggest a degree of idealization too:
there must have been many places in Wessex where one hundred eels were not
readily available.45 Could Ine 70.1 simply be an ill-thought-through fantasy?
Fortunately, we can safely dismiss all such doubts, because the seemingly odd
features of the supplies listed in Ine 70.1 are far from unique. We have several
comparable lists of food supplies for feasts, and they all look broadly similar: not
much bread, a huge amount ofmeat, a good but not excessive quantity of ale. Ine’s
list probably does represent an idealized vision of what every ten hides ought to be
able to provide for the king, but whoever came up with it was not just plucking
numbers out of the air. It is evident that this person’s ideas about the types of food
and drink a king required from ten hides conformed closely to broader societal
understandings of what was appropriate at a grand feast.

TWO DEFINITE L ISTS OF FEAST SUPPL IES

The most straightforward of these other feast-supply lists appears in an endorse-
ment to a charter, dated 795 � 805, in which Ealdorman Oswulf and his wife
Beornthryth grant a twenty-sulung land-unit at Stanhamstede to Christ Church,
Canterbury. In the endorsement, Archbishop Wulfred addresses the practicalities
of how the community will commemorate these generous benefactors.

Now IWulfred, byGod’s grace archbishop, confirm these aforesaid words and ordain that
the anniversary of them both shall be that celebrated every year on one day, on Oswulf’s
anniversary, both with religious offices and with almsgiving and also with a feast of the
community. Now I ask that these things be donated every year fromLympne, to which the
aforesaid land belongs, from that land at Stanhamstede: 120 wheaten loaves and thirty ‘clean’
loaves, and one full-grown ox, and four sheep, and two flitches, and five geese, and ten
hens, and ten pounds of cheese if it be ameat-eating day (but if it be a fast-day they are to be
given a wey of cheese, and of fish, butter and eggs as much as they can get), and thirty
ambers of good Welsh ale (which amounts to fifteen mittan), and a mitta full of honey or
two of wine, whatever they can get at the time.46

as meat in the end, and there is no reason to suppose that those rendered to the king were an
exception. We cannot exclude livestock added to the king’s herds from estimates of royal
households’ meat consumption, any more than we can exclude meat preserved through salting.

45 Lavelle, ‘Ine 70.1 and Royal Provision’, pp. 263–6. The relevant passage is Kings IV.21–4.
46 S 1188 (CantCC 42): ‘Ic ðonne Uulfred mid Godes gaefe archiepiscopus ðas forecuaedenan

uuord fulliae ⁊ bebeode ðæt mon ymb tuælfmonað hiora tid boega ðus geuueorðiae to anes
daeges to Osuulfes tide ge mid godcundan godum ge mid aelmessan ge aec mid higna
suesendum. Ðonne bebeode ic ðaet mon ðas ðing selle ymb tuælfmonað of Liminum ðe ðis
forecuaedene lond to limpeð of ðaem ilcan londe æt Stanham stede cxx huaetenra hlafa ⁊ xxx
clenra ⁊ an hriðer dugunde ⁊ iiii scep ⁊ tua flicca ⁊ v goes ⁊ x hennfuglas ⁊ x pund caeses gif hit
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The crucial point here is that there can be no doubt that this food was to be
consumed in a commemorative feast held on a single day, the anniversary of
Oswulf’s death. Wulfred’s specification that the content of the render was to
depend on whether Oswulf’s anniversary fell on a meat-eating day or a fast day
puts this beyond doubt. Fortunately, the text mostly uses the same units as Ine
70.1, giving volumes in ambers and expressing bread in terms of loaves, which
allows for direct comparison. All we need to add is an estimate for the amount of
pork yielded by a flitch, or half a pig, which does pose some difficulties but is
unlikely to have a significant effect on the overall picture.47 The contents of
Wulfred’s meat-eating-day feast (assuming honey rather than wine) are analysed in
Table 3 and Table 4. The archbishop envisaged a smaller occasion than the drafter
of Ine 70.1, with 150 loaves instead of 300, but the individual portions were even
more lavish. For each loaf there is just over three litres of ale and an astonishing
1.6 kg of meat. In total, if 150 loaves meant 150 diners, each individual meal was
5,024 kcal. Again, we probably need to be imagining ample leftovers being eaten up
in the days that followed Oswulf’s anniversary. Wulfred made separate arrange-
ments for almsgiving, ordering that 120 gesufl loaves (loaves with some sort of
accompaniment) be prepared from the community’s provisions and distributed to
the poor; it is possible that he anticipated leftovers being distributed in a similar
way, but perhaps more likely that he envisaged them going home with guests or
being absorbed by Christ Church’s kitchens. However, he also ordered that the
provost (regolwarde) was to receive all the food supplies and ‘distribute them as may
be most beneficial for the community and best for their [Oswulf’s and Beorn-
thryth’s] souls’, which perhaps this implies that gifts of food were sometimes sent
to important lay and ecclesiastical figures who were unable to attend in person.48

A second clear example comes in another Christ Church text, this time dated
941 � 958. It concerns a landholding at Ickham, Kent, held by a certain
Æthelweard but seemingly also claimed by Christ Church. The document records
an agreement apparently intended to resolve this underlying dispute. Its terms
involved Christ Church and ArchbishopOda recognisingÆthelweard’s legitimate

fugul daeg sie. Gif hit ðonne festen dæg sie selle mon uuege cæsa ⁊ fisces ⁊ butran ⁊ aegera ðaet
mon begeotan maege, ⁊ xxx ombra godes uuelesces aloð ðet limpeð to xv mittum ⁊mittan fulne
huniges oðða tuegen uuines sue hƿaeder suae mon ðonne begeotan maege’.

47 We have modelled pigs on East Balkan Swine sows. See R. Marchev, R. K. Doneva and
D. Dimitrova, ‘East Balkan Swine – Autochthonous Bulgarian Pig Breed’, Proceedings IX
Simposio Internacional sobre el Cerdo Mediterráneo, ed. J. L. Tirapicos Nunes and R. Charneca,
Archivos de Zootecnia Año 2018 Supplemento 1 (Cordoba, 2018), 61–5. These are the most
slender modern animals for which we could locate the figures required, and the sows have
broadly similar withers heights to the pigs for which we have zooarchaeological measure-
ments. See P. J. Crabtree, Middle Saxon Animal Husbandry in East Anglia, East Anglian
Archaeology 143 (Bury St Edmunds, 2012), 53.

48 S 1188 (CantCC 42), ‘he brytnie sƿæ higum maest red sie ⁊ ðaem saƿlum soelest’.
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possession of Ickham; in return he bequeathed it indirectly to Christ Church,
stipulating that it revert to the community after being held for a single lifetime by
one of two potential heirs. That heir was to pay five pounds on inheriting the land
and provide a one-day feast (ane dæg feorm) for the community every year at
Michaelmas. This annual feast was to consist of ‘forty sesters of ale, sixty loaves,
a wether, a flitch and an ox’s haunch, two cheeses, four hens and five pence for the
table’.49 Table 5 and Table 6 set out the results of applying our interpretative
assumptions to this text. The sixty loaves imply a much smaller gathering than

Table 3:
The content of the food list in S 1188.

Food type Number Weight (kg) Energy (kcal) % total kcal

Loaves 150 45 97,650 13.0%
Cattle 1 110 170,368 22.6%
Sheep 4 42.8 73,200 9.7%
Flitches 2 62.3 91,581 12.2%
Geese 5 15 35,745 4.7%
Hens 10 10 13,100 1.7%
Cheese (pounds) 10 3.26 13,399 1.8%
Ale (ambers) 30 454.5 135,000 17.9%
Honey (ambers) 2 42.9 123,552 16.4%
Totals 786 753,595

Table 4:
The individual meal implied by S 1188, assuming one loaf per diner.

Food type Portion size Kcal

A loaf of bread (wheaten or ‘clean’) 300 grams 651
Meat (beef, mutton, pork, goose, chicken) 1,632 grams 2,560
Cheese 22 grams 89
Honey 286 grams 824
Ale (good Welsh) 3 litres 900
Total food 1,715 grams 4,124
Total drink 3 litres 900
Overall total 5,024

Animal protein (kcal) 2,649
Animal protein (%) 52.7%

49 S 1506 (CantCC 121): ‘xl sæstra ealað lx hlafa ƿeðær ⁊ flicce ⁊ an hriðres læuƿ ii cesas iiii hæn
fugulas ⁊ v pænningas to beðe’. The purpose of the ‘five pence for the table’ is obscure.
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either the 150 at Wulfred’s feast for Oswulf and Beornthryth or the 300 specified
by Ine 70.1, but the proportions are remarkably similar. There are 1.2 kg of meat
and 3.3 litres of ale to go with each loaf. Assuming each loaf represents a diner, it
works out at 3,905 kcal per head. Given these quantities and proportions, there
can be no question that the phrase ane dæg feorm refers to a single day of feasting, not
an ordinary day’s rations.

A WIDER COMPARISON

To these two texts we can add another eight broadly comparable lists of food, the
key characteristics of which are set out in Table 7.50 Except for one clear outlier, to
which we will come shortly, the overall picture is remarkably coherent. These food
lists all tend to derive around fifty-five per cent of their total calories from animal
products (the range is from forty-four per cent to sixty-two per cent). This works
out as an average of 2.8 litres of ale to wash down each loaf of bread and 0.7–1.6 kg
of meat, fish and dairy. Everything included, a full loaf’s ration amounts to
between 3,000 and 5,700 calories. It is not just that Ine 70.1 looks remarkably
like both Archbishop Wulfred’s commemorative feast and the ane dæg feorm from
Ickham, all three of these texts fit a wider pattern. Themost likely reason for that is
that all these texts in some way represent lists of supplies for feasts. For some, like
these three, it seems clear that this was their literal purpose. For others, particularly
where the supplies are requested in formsmore consistent with storage, it is harder
to discount the hypothesis that we are dealing with feast-supply obligations where
it was understood that the feasts concerned would not actually be held. However

Table 5:
The content of the food list in S 1506.

Food type Number Weight (kg) kcal % total kcal

Loaves 60 18 39,060 16.7%
Cows/oxen 0.25 27.5 42,592 18.2%
Sheep 1 10.7 18,300 7.8%
Flitches 1 31.2 45,790.5 19.5%
Hens 4 4 5,240 2.2%
Cheeses 2 6 24,660 10.5%
Ale (sesters) 40 197.6 58,680 25.0%
Totals 295 234,323

50 S 146 (BCS 273); S 1482 (CantCC 170) for the wills of both Abba and Heregyth; S 1197 (CantCC
84); S 1195 (CantCC 79); S 1198 (CantStA 24); S 1239 (CantStA 25); S 1497 (StAlb 7).
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we interpret these lists, there can be little doubt that their proportions are those of
feasts rather than ordinary meals.
Even so, it is important to sound some notes of caution. It is possible that some

of the coherence of this picture is a mirage. These eight additional lists introduce
three new units of volume (the mitta, cumb, and tunne) and one of weight (the wæge),
none of which can be interpreted with any great certainty. Our assumptions on
these are detailed in Appendix 1. Given the lack of information to go on, our
estimates are unlikely to be very accurate but they were arrived at independently of
our conclusions so if they are conspiring to create a false sense of coherence that is
just bad luck. A significantly more problematic interpretative issue arises from the
fact that many of these lists request not ale but the malt from which it could be
brewed. The ale-per-loaf figuresmarked with an asterisk in Table 7 assume that ‘an
amber of malt’ is a shorthand for ‘an amber’s worth of malt’: that is, ‘enough malt
to make an amber of ale’. This is a plausible enough theory (later Welsh texts may
do something similar with honey andmead)51 but the only strong reason to think it
accurate is that it yields a coherent result. Interpreted this way, the amounts of ale
per loaf of bread implied by the texts that specify malt are broadly in line with the
amounts in lists where it appears in its brewed form.
However, the alternative interpretation, that an amber of malt is literally an

amber of malt, deserves to be considered seriously. The only obstacle to accepting
this more straightforward interpretative assumption is that it produces much
larger ale-per-loaf values in lists that specify malt. If we were to assume an amber
of malt actually meant fifteen litres of malt, enough to make (very approximately)
thirty-six litres of ale, our most ale-heavy food lists (mid-ninth-century Kentish

Table 6:
The individual meal implied by S 1506, assuming one loaf per diner.

Food type Portion size kcal

A loaf of bread 300 grams 651
Meat (beef, mutton, pork, chicken) 1,262 grams 1,865
Cheese 100 grams 411
Ale 3.3 litres 978
Total food 1,662 grams 2,927
Total drink 3.3 litres 978
Overall total 3,905

Animal protein (kcal) 2,276
Animal protein (%) 58.3%

51 T. M. Charles-Edwards, Early Irish and Welsh Kinship (Oxford, 1993), p. 373.
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Table 7:
Comparison of eleven food lists.

Text Date Location
Total
kcal

Calories
from
animal
products

Percentage
calories

from animal
products

Number
of loaves

Calories
per loaf

Ale per
loaf
(litres)

Meat and
fish per
loaf (kg)

Animal
products
per loaf
(kg)

Ine 70.1 688 � 725 Wessex 1,241,946 684,673 55% 300 4,140 2.1 1.06 1.21
Offa’s render

reserved from
Westbury-on
Trym (S 146) 793 � 796 Gloucestershire 3,170,929 1,795,576 57% 178 17,833 1.7 4.69 5.37

Archbishop
Wulfred’s feast
for Oswulf and
Beornthryth
(S 1188) 805 � 832 Kent 753,595 397,393 53% 150 5,024 3.0 1.60 1.62

Will of Abba the
reeve, husband
of Heregyth (S
1482) 833 � 839 Kent 1,199,818 687,418 57% 400 3,000 2.1* 0.55 0.66

Will of Heregyth,
wife of Abba
(S 1482) 833 � 839 Kent 921,368 570,929 62% 300 3,071 1.5 0.86 0.93

Grant by Lufu,
concerning land
at Mongeham
(S 1197) 843 � 863 Kent 1,136,510 612,758 54% 200 5,683 4.5* 1.32 1.47

Grant by Ealhburh
and Eadweald, c. 850 Kent 813,248 477,008 59% 240 3,389 2.5* 0.91 0.97

(Continued )
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Table 7 (Continued)

Text Date Location
Total
kcal

Calories
from
animal
products

Percentage
calories

from animal
products

Number
of loaves

Calories
per loaf

Ale per
loaf
(litres)

Meat and
fish per
loaf (kg)

Animal
products
per loaf
(kg)

concerning land
at ‘Burnan’
(S 1195)

Grant by
Ealhburh,
concerning land
at Brabourne
(S 1198) c. 850 Kent 741,758 405,518 55% 240 3,091 2.5* 0.78 0.85

Grant by Lulle,
concerning land
at Nackington
(S 1239) c. 850 Kent 416,954 183,695 44% 120 3,475 3.8* 0.57 0.69

Bequest by
Æthelweard,
concerning land
at Ickham
(S 1506) 941 � 958 Kent 234,323 136,583 58% 60 3,905 3.3 1.22 1.32

Will of Æthelgifu
(S 1497) 956 � 1002 Hertfordshire 1,208,068 668,692 55% 267 4,529 4.3* 0.66 1.00
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grants concerning lands at Mongeham andNackington) would be allowing nine to
eleven litres of ale to go with each loaf.52 In stark contrast, lists which ask for
ready-brewed ale imply quantities per loaf ranging from 1.5 to 3.3 litres. The fact
that these food lists are broadly similar in all other respects, and mostly emerge
from the same ninth-century Kentish context, is reason enough to suspect that
they were conceived as supplies for similar events, so it is a distinct possibility that
this wide variance is an illusion and we are actually dealing with the shorthand
suggested here. But there is an alternative explanation. It is possible that our texts
reveal the emergence of a standard rate of commutation, in which farmers
customarily rendered an equivalent amount of malt to the quantity of ale that
was in fact required. This might make sense as a mutually beneficial trade off. The
people providing the foodwere spared the labour of brewing large quantities of ale
in return for rendering more malt, while the recipients got the raw materials for
larger quantities of ale at the cost of having to brew it themselves. If this was a
convenient arrangement all round, and becoming standard, it would explain the
pattern we see in these texts. We could then wonder whether the minsters that
received malt in lieu of ale chose to brew all of it and throw feasts with larger
amounts of ale than had hitherto been customary, or whether they opted to
reserve some of what they received for internal consumption.53 The hypothesis
that some of the lists that specify malt reflect a broader orientation towards
storage, and therefore represent supplies rendered in lieu of a traditional feast, also
needs to be considered.54 It is possible to imagine situations in which neither the
people with feast-provision obligations nor the religious houses endowed with
feast-taking rights were interested in literally holding a feast, and it made most
sense for the customary feast provisions to be used as general-purpose food
supplies.
As the issues surroundingmalt make clear, interpreting the texts in Table 7 is a

complex business. Some hint strongly at a context of commemorative feasting
similar to that underlying Archbishop Wulfred’s arrangements for celebrating

52 This is difficult both because the amount of malt needed to make a litre of beer varies with the
type of beer and because authoritative figures on which to base assumptions are not readily
available. Internet home-brewing forums suggest a reasonable rule of thumb might be 25 kg for
one hundred litres, and that 5 lbs (2.27 kg) of uncrushed malted barley fits into a US-gallon jug
(3.79 litres). On these numbers, a litre of malt produces approximately 2.4 litres of ale.

53 If they did the former, the extra ale would skew the figures in Table 7 by adding a great many
additional plant-based calories, but the underlying similarity between these food lists would still
be apparent in the allowance of vast weights of meat to go with every loaf.

54 If we could safely assume ‘malt’ refers to a kiln-dried commodity this would be simpler. But there
are indications that malt was acceptable in a wet form that would spoil quickly if left unbrewed.
See D. A. R. Banham, ‘The Knowledge and Uses of Food Plants in Anglo-Saxon England’
(unpubl. PhD dissertation, Cambridge Univ., 1990), pp. 92–3.
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Ealdorman Oswulf’s anniversary.55 But as a general rule, as we shall see shortly,
testators who sought to endow annual commemorative feasts at monasteries seem
to have trusted their heirs and the religious houses to work out the details. There is
therefore reason to think that some unusual and possibly complex circumstance lies
behind our cluster of Kentish texts in which specific supplies are listed. Of course,
each of these texts needs to be analysed in detail on its own terms, which is not
possible here. For present purposes, what matters is the pattern running through
these food lists. In each case, the proportions of bread, ale and animal products
show that they were conceived as feast supplies. The question of how they were
used in practicemay be open to debate – some of themalt renders are perhaps open
to being read as ‘supplies rendered in lieu of a customary feast’ – but it is clear that
these food lists are shaped by a shared set of catering assumptions specific to feasts,
which differed markedly from ordinary meals. The vast scale and animal-protein-
heavy proportions of the food list in Ine 70.1 are thus not as outlandish as they may
seem at first sight. These features are exactly what we would expect in a list of feast
supplies. Indeed, the only way in which Ine 70.1 stands out is in its inclusion of fish
and eel, which are absent elsewhere except when religious dietary restrictions are
explicitly at issue; this should probably be taken as evidence of ecclesiastical
involvement in its drafting.56

THE LANGUAGE OF FEORM AND PA STUS

COMMEMORATIVE FEAST ING IN MINSTERS

This leaves the issue of Ine 70.1’s representativeness. Establishing its identity as a
feast-supply list is one thing; demonstrating that our many other references to
kings receiving feorm or pastus likewise refer to feasts is a bigger task. Yet evidence
supporting this wider contention comes thick and fast as soon as one starts
looking for it. They can refer to sustenance in an everyday sense, consistent with
their interpretation as allusions to routine ‘food rents’, but they can also refer
specifically to feasting.57 Sowhen a will or charter specifies that a feorm be delivered
to a religious house, we can legitimately interrogate whether a feast is at issue. This

55 A good example comes in S 1482 (CantCC 170), which reveals Heregyth taking a notably
thoughtful approach to specifying what was to be provided, both at what was presumably to be
her funeral feast (for which she ordered tapers be supplied for lighting if it occurred during winter
months) and at subsequent commemorative feasts (which she asked to be held annually on the
day that the monks were bled).

56 See S 1188 (CantCC 42) for Wulfred’s fast-day specifications and S 1497 (StAlb 7) for Æthelgifu’s
annual Lent bequests to communities at Braughing and Welwyn. One possible reading of Ine
70.1, then, is that it represents in part an attempt to ensure that those observing Christian dietary
restrictions would not have to go hungry when they attended feasts provided for the king. See
also, A. Gautier, ‘Hospitality in Pre-Viking Anglo-Saxon England’,EME 17 (2009), 23–44, at 32.

57 Toronto Dictionary of Old English website, s.vv. feorm, feormian, gefeormian.
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is not something that translators have hitherto tended to do, presumably because
the idea that feorm represents a render of general-purpose food supplies has been
such an integral part of established interpretative frameworks. It seems only to be
when a ‘food rent’ translation is self-evidently nonsensical that the alternative of
‘feast’ has been considered.
For example, in a 934 charter we find King Æthelstan giving fifty hides to the

monks of Winchester’s Old Minster and asking that they gefeormian themselves for
three days every year at All Saints’ for his sake.58 This has long been recognized as a
reference to an annual feast rather than a bizarre demand that themonks somehow
pay themselves a ‘food rent’, but this makes it an exception.59 A more typical
example of the way references to feorm in such contexts have been read is the 1015
will of Æthelstan Ætheling, which establishes ane dægfeorm for the community at
Ely on the feast-day of StÆthelthryth.60DorothyWhitelock translated this as ‘one
day’s food rent’, explaining in her notes that ‘a day’s feorm was the gift of food
considered sufficient for the community for one day’.61 A celebratory day-long
feast is a more credible interpretation, given the context. And we have already
seen, of course, that ane dæg feorm in our Ickham text refers to a day of feasting.
Indeed, there is a strong pattern of testators asking their heirs to use some of the

fruits of their inheritance to provide annual feorme to religious houses. The
voluntary nature of some of these makes it plain that these feorme are feasts, not
generic food rents. The will of Wulfwaru, probably dating 984 � 1001, asks that
her various heirs ‘all together provide ane feorme at Bath each year forever, as good
as ever they can afford, at such season as it seems to all of them that they may
accomplish it best and most fittingly’.62 Similarly, in his mid-ninth-century will,
Badanoth Beotting asked his family to gefeormian the community at Christ Church
on his anniversary ‘as best they can afford’ (sƿæ hie soelest ðurhtion megen), and he
requested after their deaths ‘that the person to whom the community bestows the
land shall fulfil the same condition for providing a feast on my anniversary’.63 It is
probable that all the annual feorme we find being newly established in documents
where no food-list is provided refer to commemorative feasts of this sort, and not
to the general-purpose ‘food rents’ that have traditionally been supposed. The

58 S 427 (KCD 1110): Old English version. This text probably represents an authentic charter that
has been ‘improved’, but this passage is not especially suspicious, and its authenticity has little
bearing on the issue at hand: what it meant to gefeormian a religious house for number days.

59 ASChart no. 25, at 51.
60 S 1503; Anglo-Saxon Wills, ed. D. Whitelock (Cambridge, 1930) [hereafter ASWills], no. 20.
61 ASWills, pp. 59 and 120.
62 S 1538; ASWills, no. 21; ‘æfre ælce geare gemænelice ane feorme into Baðum swa gode swa hi

bezte þurhteon magon to swylcre tide swylce heom eallum þince þæt hi bezt’.
63 S 1510 (CantCC 78): ‘ðæt se monn se higon londes unnen to brucanne ða ilcan ƿisan leste on

sƿæsendum to minre tide’.
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consistent lack of specificity about what was to be rendered makes very little sense
in documents establishing new rents, but fits well with a scenario in which
testators were asking their heirs to provide commemorative feasts and felt they
could rely on them to decide what was fitting.64

The established assumption that the reverse is true appears to derive from a
back-projection of monastic administrative documents from the eleventh century
and beyond, in which responsibility for delivering a community’s annual food
supplies is divided among its landholdings, with individual vills assigned ‘farms’
defined by fixed time periods.65 The twelfth-century Liber Eliensis attributes the
establishment of Ely’s system of farms to Abbot Leofsige (1029–?1044).

With consent and approval of the king himself, he also instituted a system of designating
sources of firma which would be sufficient throughout the year for the supplying of food
for the church, and, for preference, sources of firma chosen from among the villages and
lands which, by their more than usually abundant sweetness and exceptionally rich turf, are
recognized as productive of crops.66

The text then assigns farms to thirty-four of the abbey’s holdings, mostly in units
of one or twoweeks, though in one case a single week’s firmawas split into separate
three- and four-day units. It is easy to see how familiarity with the three-day firma
owed by Ely’s holding at Swaffham Prior in Cambridgeshire, where general-
purpose food supplies are clearly at issue, could have encouraged the idea that
references to feorm in units of one to three days are allusions to similar supply
systems. But firma in this context is evidently not being used in the same sense as
feorm and feormian in the examples from charters and wills just surveyed. To
establish that this distinction holds in all cases we would need to look at each
text in turn, which is not practical here, but there is also a basic issue of plausibility.
A few days of ordinary rations would be a remarkably meagre gift for a noble
benefactor to bestow on a monastery. Though this is a viable interpretation of

64 For example, S 1483, 1484, 1511, 1533 and 1819. S 1376 plausibly also reflects this context, but
the feorm under discussion is not being newly established and could equally be feast in recognition
of tenurial superiority of the type discussed below.

65 Discussed in depth and used as an interpretative model for earlier feorme in R. Lennard, Rural
England, 1086–1135: a Study of Social and Agricultural Conditions (Oxford, 1959), pp. 128–41. See also
P. Vinogradoff,Villainage in England: Essays in English Mediaeval History (Oxford, 1892), pp. 301–5.
The only eleventh-century record is from Bury St Edmunds, part of a complex composite text
which appears to incorporate both a scheme which divided the year into twelve months from the
time of Abbot Leofstan (1044–1065) and a mid-twelfth-century scheme which split the year into
thirteen four-week units: ASChart, no. 104, at 194–6 and 198–200; see K. A. Lowe, ‘Post-
Conquest Bilingual Composition in Memoranda from Bury St Edmunds’,RES 59 (2008), 52–66.

66 Liber Eliensis ii. 84 (Liber Eliensis, ed. Blake, p. 152; Liber Eliensis, trans. Fairweather, p. 180).
‘Statuit etiam nutu et favore ipsius regis firmas consignando, que per annum ecclesie in cibum
sufficerent et potius electe de vicis et arvis que abundantiore dulcedine et uberiori cespite segetes
creare noscuntur’.
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references to feorm in texts describing religious houses’ internal administrative
arrangements, in gift-giving contexts there is a strong prima facie case for three-day
feorme meaning three-day feasts.

FEASTS IN RECOGNIT ION OF AUTHORITY

Recognizing this, of course, has knock-on effects for our reading of the smaller
corpus of references to the king’s right to ‘one night’s feorm’, for which a parallel
argument can be made. Deep-rooted historiographical tradition notwithstanding,
is it really plausible to imagine that it made administrative sense to divide the royal
household’s food supplies into twenty-four-hour units? The monastic evidence
suggests that blocks of months and weeks were the natural basis of general-
purpose food-supply systems.67 Given that ane dæg feorm refers to a day of feasting
in a wide range of aristocratic wills, is it not likely that the king’s feorm of one night
originally referred to a night of lavish feasting, rather than a single day’s ordinary
food supplies?
The usage of the Latin term pastus in earlier texts offers support to this

reading, though the term itself is a little more ambiguous. It is likely to be a Latin
rendering of feorm, but only in the general sense of sustenance or hospitality; it is
not a word that can directly be translated as ‘feast’. For the most part, charters
that mention pastus do so only in passing, in the context of exempting their
beneficiaries from having to provide it, and these offer few clues as to its
meaning, though they do suggest that it was claimed not just by kings but also
bishops and ealdormen. Nonetheless, when Offa of Mercia, in the context of a
dispute settlement, remitted three years of the pastiones to which he was entitled
from the church of Worcester in 781, his charter explained that this amounted
to six convivia, ‘feasts’.68 A charter of 904 helpfully fleshes out the ancillary
obligations of hospitality associated with this duty. As well as providing the king
with pastus unius noctis, the minster at Taunton had, prior to its liberation in this
charter, been obliged to provide pastus for eight dogs and their keeper, and nine
nights of pastus for the king’s falconers.69 The word pastus is conveying different
things in these contexts. The king’s one night of pastus at Taunton is, presum-
ably, the equivalent of one of the six convivia that made up the king’s three years’
pastus at Worcester. It is reasonable to suppose that pastus (‘sustenance’) in this

67 Lennard, Rural England, pp. 130–2. Frankish precedents go back to the eighth century:
J. Devroey, Puissants et misérables: système social et monde paysan dans l’Europe des Francs (VI e-IX e

siècles) (Brussels, 2006), pp. 562–3.
68 S 1257 (BCS 241). On the meaning of convivium: D. A. Bullough, ‘What has Ingeld to do with

Lindisfarne?’, ASE 22 (1993), 99–125 at 105–8.
69 S 373 (BCS 612).
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context maps onto the foster (‘sustenance’), in the form of a feast, that Ine 70.1
specified from ten hides. But the nine nights’ pastus to which the king’s falconers
were entitled, and the pastus received by the king’s kennelman and his eight
dogs, must be sustenance in the sense of ordinary food and lodging, as these
relatively lowly figures cannot have expected convivia to be held for them every
night.
It is conceivable that the two senses are more closely associated than they

first appear, if feasts were associated with hunting trips and various royal
servants needed to arrive well in advance to prepare for the main event.70

Yet an allowance of nine nights seems excessive for this practical context, and
the precision about timings is redolent of a series of ninth-century Mercian
charters which suggest that kings had grown used to stretching the limits of
their entitlement to hospitality by lodging their huntsmen, falconers, dog-
keepers and various hangers-on in religious houses for sustained periods. These
documents are particularly keen to establish exemption from the importunities
of ‘those who in English we call fæstingmen’ (perhaps a general term denoting
men kings committed to others’ hospitality) and to set precise limits on
hospitality obligations to foreign travellers and emissaries. The pastus of these
charters is probably a rendering of the Old English term cumfeorm, ‘visitor-
hospitality’, used in one of them, and only tangentially related to the obligation
to provide pastus directly to kings in the form of a convivium or feorm.71 This is a
term that could encompass quite distinct forms of ‘hospitality’ or ‘sustenance’
that can only be disentangled with particularly close attention to the contexts in
which we find it.
The list of foods Offa reserved from Westbury-on-Trym, Gloucestershire,

in the 793 � 796 charter noted earlier, may be helpful here (its contents are
analysed alongside the feast-supply lists in Table 7). This is the relevant
section:

We enjoin in the name of the supreme God that it is to be released from all compulsion of
kings and ealdormen and their subordinates except these taxes; that is, of the tribute at
Westbury, two tunnan full of pure ale and a cumb full of mild ale and a cumb full of Welsh ale,

70 L. Roach, ‘Hosting theKing: Hospitality and the Royal Iter in Tenth-Century England’, JMH 37.1
(2011), 34–46, at 39–40.

71 Toronto, Dictionary of Old English website, s.vv. cuma, cumfeorm and fæsting, the last of which means
‘committing to (the) care (of someone); referring to guardianship of a child’ in non-charter
contexts. See Gautier, ‘Hospitality’, pp. 36–7 (for cumfeorm) and 39–40 (for the alternative
suggestion that fæstingmen referred to royal purveyors). Other interpretations of fæstingmen are
reviewed in R.Gallagher, ‘TheVernacular in Anglo-Saxon Charters: Expansion and Innovation in
Ninth-Century England’, Hist. Research 91 (2018), 205–35, at 209, n. 15.
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and seven cattle and six wethers and forty cheeses and six long þeru and thirty ambers of
unground corn and four ambers of meal, to the royal estate.72

The striking thing about this list is that it cannot represent just one feast. Though
there is some ale that would have needed drinking quickly and somemeal ready for
baking, the bulk of the cereal portion of the list is raw grain. These numbers are
rough – we have little to go on when estimating the capacity of the cumb or tunne
and have had to omit the impenetrably obscure ‘long þeru’ – but the probable
implication is that somewhere in the region of 300 litres of ale and 178 loaves of
bread would form the basis of an immediate feast, along with some of the cheeses
and livestock.73 Meanwhile, the thirty ambers of raw grain and the remaining
cheese would be stored, and the uneaten livestock would be allowed to graze until
the time came for them to be slaughtered.
We cannot know whether Offa intended this surplus food to supplement his

household’s ordinary diet or if he envisaged using it to hold further feasts. But we
can say that the overall proportions of this food list suggest that however the food
was ultimately used it was originally conceptualized as a list of feast supplies.
Approximately fifty-seven per cent of its total calories derive from animal
products, a figure that fits a feasting context perfectly but, as the isotopic data
shows, does not correspond to the make-up of any early medieval household’s

72 S 146 (BCS 273); English Historical Documents c. 500–1042, ed. D. Whitelock, Eng. Hist.
Documents 1, 2nd ed. (London, 1979), no. 78. ‘Soluta sit ab omni vi regum et principum et
subditorum ipsorum in summo Dei nomine præcipimus præter his vectigalibus hoc est þæs
gafoles æt ƿestbyrig tƿa tunnan fulle hlutres aloð ⁊ cumb fulne liðes aloð ⁊ cumb fulne ƿelisces
aloð ⁊ vii hriðru ⁊ six ƿeðeras ⁊ xl cysa ⁊ vi. lang þero ⁊ þritig ombra rues cornes feoƿer ambru
meolƿes ad regalem vicum’. The authenticity of this text is disputed. It is known only from two
eleventh-century cartularies and has been held to contradict S 139 (BCS 274), a contemporary
original with the same 793� 796 date-range that showsOffa granting fifty-five hides atWestbury
not to Worcester but to his thegn Æthelmund. For S 146 to be genuine, we have to interpret S
139 as an earlier, interim grant, as is noted in P. Sims-Williams, Religion and Literature in Western
England, 600–800 (Cambridge, 1990), p. 153, n. 53. This is not impossible and there is little to
object to in the text of S 146 itself. The only feature of the witness list that seems out of place is the
absence of Archbishop Hygeberht of Lichfield. Patrick Wormald argued that this implied a
forgery made ‘in the fraught circumstances of the 820s’when the Lichfield controversy remained
relevant. See P. Wormald, ‘How Do We Know So Much about Anglo-Saxon Deerhurst?’ in his
The Times of Bede: Studies in Early English Christian Society and its Historian, ed. S. Baxter (Oxford,
2006), pp. 229–48, at 243–4. Even if this is correct, the charter still represents good evidence for
this annual render of foodstuffs. Had it not been current at the time of the document’s confection
it would have been irrational for a forger to include the list. It is therefore possible that Offa was
not, as the discussion below assumes, the king responsible for the reservation of this render, but
the conclusions that follow if we accept this interpretation are identical.

73 This estimate for loaves assumes that the calorie content of bread is approximately that of the
flour used to make it. Four ambers (sixty litres) of flour contain 115,758 kcal, which is equivalent
to 177.8 loaves at 651 kcal per loaf. See Appendix 1 for the cumb and tunne.
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ordinary food consumption.74 It is probably safe to infer that this list approximates
what would have been eaten at some of the convivia which the free households of
the sixty hides atWestbury were obliged to provide for the king. Unfortunately, we
can only speculate as to howmany conviviaOffa was reserving, or howmuch food a
single convivium required. Themeal and ale listed in the charter give us a rough sense
of the size of the feast that was planned for the point when the food was delivered
to the royal tun, but it is not safe to assume that this event equates to a single
convivium held at Westbury before its alienation. Moreover, it is unlikely that the
supplies Offa reserved represent the entirety of his entitlement from these sixty
hides.75 The point of the document was probably to transfer some of the king’s
pastus rights to Worcester while retaining what Offa felt he needed. If the farmers
of Westbury theoretically owed six convivia each year, one for each set of ten hides,
Offa may well have decided to split them equally, reserving three for himself while
granting the remaining three to Worcester (this would account for the fact that
Offa’s render amounts to approximately 52,000 kcal per hide, under half the
124,000 kcal that Ine 70.1 was demanding fromWest Saxon hides). We know that
Mercian kings of this era sometimes divided their feorm entitlements in this way
because of an 883 charter in which Ealdorman Æthelred of Mercia granted
Berkeley Abbey, also in Gloucestershire, ‘remission forever of the tribute which
they are still obliged to pay to the king, namely that portion of the king’s feorm
which was still left unexempted, in clear ale, and in beer, in honey, bullocks, swine
and sheep’.76

It may be that Mercian kings were keen to retain their rights to receive at least
some feasts from the lands they ruled, particularly in frontier regions like
Gloucestershire, because these events were vested with symbolic significance.
In non-royal contexts, pastus seems to refer to a form of hospitality that signified
recognition of the legitimate claims of a higher authority. In 803, the bishop of
Worcester successfully claimed two disputed minsters by demonstrating that they
had provided pastus to his predecessors, and by asserting that money he himself
had received from his adversary, the bishop of Hereford, had been paid in lieu of
pastus.77 A decade or so earlier, the abbot of Peterborough granted land to an
ealdorman on an indefinite, heritable lease, on the condition that he and his heirs

74 See Leggett and Lambert, ‘Food and Power’, this volume. This figure counts the thirty ambers of
grain in full. If it were used for brewing only a fraction of those calories would be consumed as ale.

75 Westbury is assigned different hidages in the various Worcester documents that refer to it;
substituting alternative figures would of course affect these calculations. For an overview:
F. Tinti, Sustaining Belief: the Church of Worcester from c. 870 to c. 1100 (Farnham, 2010), pp. 203–7.

76 S 218 (BCS 551); SEHD, no. 12. ‘Ic heo gefreoge ecelice þæs gafoles þe hio nu get to cyninges
handa ageofan sceolan of ðam dæle þe þær ungefreod to lafe þæs þære cyning feorme ge on
hlutrum alað ge on beore ge on hunige ge hryþrum. ge on sƿynum ge on sceapum’.

77 S 1431 (BCS 309).
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annually recognize the abbey’s rights with unius noctis pastus or, again, with a
monetary payment in lieu.78 This is exactly how the term feorm is used in some
later documents. The one-day feast (ane dæg feorm) Archbishop Oda secured at
Ickham when he resolved Christ Church’s dispute with Æthelweard in the mid-
tenth century should perhaps be understood as the equivalent of this earlier unius
noctis pastus, an annual recognition of themonastery’s lordship.79 A similar situation
is discernible a generation later, when a series of religious bequests by a Kentish
nobleman named Ælfheah were challenged by his disgruntled kinsmen. It seems
they asserted he did not own the lands he had bequeathed and relied on the fact
that he had not ‘taken feorm’ from the lands in question to back up this contention.
Our Rochester source tells us that this was technically true for two of three
landholdings (conveniently, Ælfheah had in fact taken feorm from the one destined
for Rochester) but insists that the argument was refuted by Archbishop Dunstan.
It was explained that the fact Ælfheah had not taken feorm from all of them was of
no significance. He had recently resumed possession of these formerly leased
lands and had of course intended to take feorm from them, but had fallen ill and
died before he got round to visiting all three.80 Helpfully, this demonstrates that in
late tenth-century Kent ‘taking feorm’ was something that was done in person,
which suggests a feast rather than a ‘food rent’, just as the Ickham text demon-
strates that ane dæg feorm was supplies for a day of feasting rather than a day’s
ordinary fare. These texts all seem to be pointing towards a culture in which it was
conventional for people with rights over land occupied by others to assert these
rights performatively by receiving a symbolically significant meal, a one-day feast
whenever we get details.81

78 S 1412 (Pet 7). The money payment here is thirty sicli, probably referring to the silver pennies in
circulation at the time. This payment should probably be understood as an act of symbolic
recognition, substituting for the recognition provided by the feast. We cannot safely assume that
the monks were expected to use these thirty sicli to buy foodstuffs and hold an equivalent feast in
the ealdorman’s absence – it is not certain that this would have been a necessary or even logical
thing to do.

79 S 1506 (CantCC 121).
80 S 1458 (Roch 34).
81 Also relevant are: S 1202 (CantCC 95), which envisages a future lease involving either a feorm or a

cash payment alternative; S 1444 (BCS 619), for an allusion to the feorm that a Surrey landholding
had prepared for the bishop of Winchester; and S 1440 (Pet 9), an odd and complex arrangement
in which the lessee’s obligations include both a render of ale, cattle and bread for the minster at
Peterborough (possibly a pared-down feast) and a single night’s feorm consisting only of ale
(perhaps 675 litres of it) for ‘the lord of the church’. The Peterborough food list includes two
tunnan of clear ale, two cattle, 600 loaves and ten mittan of Welsh ale, which works out at 667
millilitres of ale and 367 grams of beef per loaf: a hypothetical meal of 1,419 kcal, forty per cent of
which derived from animal products.
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POSS I BLE IMPL ICAT IONS

On close inspection, then, our textual evidence – both the lists of food and the
references to feorm and pastus – offers surprisingly little support to the traditional
vision of a system of food renders. Free peasants do seem to have been obliged to
give their kings food, but we should not imagine that it was traditional for them to
render up the general-purpose food supplies on which royal households subsisted.
What they customarily provided seems to have been a night of feasting, at which
the food served was radically different from ordinary fare in both quantity and
type. Estimates of quantity depend on the idea that the ‘loaves’ in our supply lists
are, as all the evidence suggests, small round buns, and that the people organizing
the catering for feasts tended to allow one such bun for each person they expected.
If this is right, our supply lists show that in both royal and ecclesiastical contexts
early medieval caterers believed a total of around 4,000 kcal of food and drink was
an appropriate per capita allowance for a feast. But even if this assumption is
faulty, it is still clear that the people who framed our supply lists tended to allow
roughly a kilogram of meat for each small round bun they requested.
As we have shown in this article’s companion piece, these proportions stand in

stark contrast to what royal households are likely to have eaten every day. The
isotopic data suggest that ordinary diets involved only low tomoderate amounts of
meat, fish and dairy, and they also show that early medieval elites did not seek to
distinguish themselves from their social inferiors by consuming more animal
protein than the norm. Across the social spectrum, normal meals were cereal-
based meals. We should imagine people livening up loaves of bread with small
quantities of meat and cheese, or eating them alongside pottages which contained
some animal products but were bulked out with leeks (seemingly the period’s
staple vegetable) and whole grains.82 These feasts, by contrast, involved oxen
being roasted in pits.83 Indeed, meat was in such plentiful supply that everyone
present could have decided to shun bread entirely and still be left uncomfortably
full. These were not just events at which everyone ate a great deal, they involved an
ostentatious inversion of the normal relationship between animal- and plant-based
foods.
This difference reflected these feasts’ status as symbolically significant occa-

sions, at which legal and political claims were formally registered and recognized.
A big part of what made them special would, presumably, have been the large
numbers of people present. The 300 loaves of Ine 70.1 suggest 300 attendees, and
our tentative figure of 178 loaves for Offa’s initial Westbury feast is probably a

82 Banham, Food and Drink, pp. 11 and 31–2.
83 J. Caruth, ‘Revealing Lipid Analysis at Anglo-Saxon Sites in Suffolk’, Cotswold Archaeology (blog),

20 January 2021, https://cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/revealing-lipid-analysis-at-anglo-saxon-
sites-in-suffolk/.
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significant underestimate.84 These high numbers align well with those implied by
later feast-supply lists but seem implausibly large for early royal households, and
probably imply that many of the people who attended these events were drawn
from the local area. The presence of large numbers is likely to have been a major
part of what gave these events their symbolic weight, public acts of recognition
ideally needing to be performed before large groups of people. The corollary of
this is that such feasts must have been interspersed with many days on which royal
households ate less acutely symbolic meals in relative privacy. This daily fare must
mostly have come not from free peasant levies but from the king’s own farms.85

This finding carries implications for our understanding of royal ‘inlands’ and
‘home farms’, but they are not as great as one might assume. The idea that royal
households primarily ate food produced on the king’s own lands does not require
us to imagine particularly vast royal landholdings. The king owned twelve per cent
of Domesday England’s land by value in 1066.86 Even if King Ine owned outright
just one per cent of early eighth-century Wessex’s approximately 17,000 hides he
would not have struggled to feed even a huge, 200-person household from his
own landholdings.87 Assuming a single hide can support a family of four to six
people, feeding 200 people would have required thirty-three to fifty hides. These
royally owned hides would have needed to support their labour forces (perhaps
primarily slaves and the reeves who oversaw them) as well as the king’s household,
so we need to allow considerably more than this, but probably not as much as
170 hides. To put it another way, if we assume that each of the 200 people in this
hypothetical and implausibly large royal household ate two loaves of bread a day,
the king would require 146,000 loaves per year, which works out as approximately
36,600 litres of wheat. In later medieval units, this is about 1,040 bushels: roughly
the amount of wheat a thirteenth-century lord could expect to reap from 114 acres
of demesne arable.88 Seventh-century arable yields per acre could have been lower,
and this figure does not account for the significant chunk of the harvest it would

84 This is because it derives from our fifteen-litre estimate for an amber, which seems more likely to
be low than high, and our assumption that loaves weighed 300 grams, a deliberate over-estimate.
Had we assumed a twenty-litre amber and a 227 gram (half-pound) loaf, Offa’s four ambers of
meal would be the calorific equivalent of 313 loaves.

85 But not entirely. It would also, of course, have come from the farms of those members of the
upper elite who hosted visiting kings in their homes.

86 S. Baxter and C. P. Lewis, ‘Domesday Book and the Transformation of English Landed Society,
1066–86’, ASE 46 (2017) 343–403, at 368.

87 The pre-Alfredian hidages of the constituent elements of Ine’s Wessex are discussed in B. Yorke,
Wessex in the Early Middle Ages (London, 1995), pp. 189–90, building on the remarkably compelling
analysis of N. Brooks, ‘The Administrative Background to the Burghal Hidage’ in hisCommunities
and Warfare, 700–1400 (London, 2000), pp. 114–37, at 123–31.

88 B. M. S. Campbell, English Seigniorial Agriculture, 1250–1450, Cambridge Studies in Historical
Geography 31 (Cambridge, 2000), 334.
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have been necessary to set aside as seed corn, but these calculations at least serve
to make the point that it is easy to overestimate the scale of the agricultural
operations necessary to meet the dietary needs of large elite households.89

The implications for engrained historiographical assumptions about the exist-
ence of a cultural gulf between the upper elite and the peasantry are probably
rather more significant. Reimagined along the lines proposed here, royal house-
hold life has a surprisingly down-to-earth flavour. Rather than a distant elite
engaged in a constant round of carousing at the expense of the peasantry – le festin
permanent, as Alban Gautier puts it – we are given an image of royal households
mostly eating a similar cereal-based diet to everyone else, but occasionally
attending feasts for hundreds of people where they mingled with local free
farmers, who sought to honour them by culling and roasting their elderly wethers
and plough-oxen.90 This is not to say that kings only ever ate to excess on such
grand public occasions. Smaller, elite-only feasting was probably a part of royal
household life too, though the isotopic evidence suggests lavish meat-
consumption remained an occasional treat even in such elevated social circles.91

This revised understanding of life in royal households necessitates a shift in our
approach to the institution that our sources term feorm and pastus. This institution

89 On yields: J. Jarrett, ‘Outgrowing the Dark Ages: Agrarian Productivity in Carolingian Europe
Re-evaluated’, Agricultural Hist. Rev. 67.1 (2019), 1–28.

90 A. Gautier,Le festin dans l’Angleterre anglo-saxonne (Rennes, 2006), p. 227. The point is, perhaps, that
these were feasts in which the strictly hierarchical world of le festin aristocratique ayant lieu dans le grand
hall (p. 225), represented in the wide range of sources that are dissected in detail by Gautier, met
the more obscure idéologie relativement égalitaire (p. 244) of the feasts held by guilds and at funerals,
which he acknowledges but is not the focus of his book. Eleventh-century Norwegian kings
feasted with provincial farmers in roughly this way, if later Icelandic saga accounts are to be
believed; see Viðar Pálsson, Language of Power: Feasting and Gift-giving in Medieval Iceland and its Sagas,
Islandica 60 (Ithaca, NY, 2016), 57–96.

91 As an example of closed, elite-only feasting one of this article’s reviewers suggested Bede,Historia
ecclesiastica iii. 6, in Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, ed. B. Colgrave and R. A.
B. Mynors (Oxford, 1969), p. 230. This passage sees King Oswald and Bishop Aidan dining
together in celebration of Easter when the king, hearing that a multitude of pauperes had come to
beg for alms outside, opts to divide up themeal and the silver plate on which it was served for this
purpose. The event was probably a feast rather than an ordinary dinner, given the occasion, but it
bears stressing that we have no way of inferring the size or social composition of the gathering.
That pauperes feature as recipients of alms rather than as participants in no way implies land-
owning farmers were excluded from the feast. Such peasants were not poor, and Bede is highly
unlikely to have described them as such. They would only have begged for food in the direst of
circumstances. An unusually clear example of the sort of grand public occasion implied by food
lists is the feast at the dedication of Bishop Wilfrid’s minster in Ripon, recorded in Stephen,Vita
Sancti Wilfridi, ed. B. Colgrave, The Life of Bishop Wilfrid by Eddius Stephanus (Cambridge, 1927),
ch. 18, p. 36. This is described as an event lasting for three days and nights, time which King
Ecgfrith and his brother Ælfwine, subking of Deira, spent ‘rejoicing amidst all their people’ (cum
omni populo laetificantes).
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has hitherto been understood in primarily economic terms as early kingdoms’
main fiscal mechanism and, in non-royal hands, the root from which a rent-
seeking aristocracy grew its property rights. But when we appreciate that occa-
sional feasting is at issue rather than regular transfers of resources it becomes
apparent that feorm was less economically central than has often been assumed.
And this serves to highlight that pastus and feorm had a cultural and symbolic
significance that the historiography has barely begun to explore. Rosamond Faith
and Thomas Charles-Edwards are exceptional in having given sustained attention
to the honourable connotations of the language of hospitality with which con-
temporaries framed this institution, but efforts in this direction have inevitably
been limited by exploitative economic realities of food renders, as traditionally
understood. This imagined system clearly involved, as Faith puts it, ‘the expro-
priation of the poor to feed the powerful’, and if it had existed contemporaries
would of course have been capable of seeing through the cosy metaphors used to
legitimize it, recognising the institution for what it was.92 It is understandable that
historians working within the ‘food renders’ paradigm have been reluctant to
attribute too much significance to this evidence of contemporary conceptualiza-
tions, tending to interpret it as a linguistic hangover from a more egalitarian past.
But the problematic tension evaporates with the recognition that hospitality was
not just a convenient metaphor but a living reality, in which land-owning peasants
collectively played host to visiting royal households at grand feasts. All the points
Charles-Edwards and Faith make about the social and political meaning of these
gifts of food are thus greatly reinforced. But it also becomes apparent that their
efforts have barely scratched the surface. We have a rich body of textual evidence
for an enduring institution of large-scale symbolic feasting – our dozen or so food
lists and a plethora of documents that refer to feorm and pastus – which has been
construed in exclusively economic terms, as though it referred to ‘food rents’ that
supported ordinary diets and had no more cultural significance than any other
form of elite surplus extraction. As the brief discussion of this evidence here has
shown, we can get a lot more out of these texts once we escape this framing. We
glimpse a world in which annual feasts for hundreds of people were held both to
commemorate the dead and to recognize lordship, well into the tenth century and
indeed beyond.
The traditional model of food renders occupies such a foundational historio-

graphical position that the implications of revising it in this way are likely to prove
far reaching once this body of evidence has been worked through carefully. This is
particularly clear for interpretations of regiones, the small territories that appear to
have been the political building blocks from which kingdoms were constructed.

92 Faith, Moral Economy, p. 50.
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Tributary arrangements are central to most framings of these early units. But if
food renders did not exist in the way traditionally assumed in the seventh and
eighth centuries, there is no reason to imagine they were a defining feature of fifth-
and sixth-century regiones. This should push us to think through alternative ways of
imagining these territories.93 We might, for instance, wish to consider the possi-
bility that the main locus of economic exploitation in the fifth and sixth centuries
was the peasant household, and to recognize more fully that the heads of free
households occupied a privileged social and economic position. As the owners of
land, livestock and probably often slaves there can be no question that, as a group,
free householders controlled the means of production. When we bear this in mind
the image of free peasants hosting kings at feasts seems rather less surprising.
Is it possible that the concept of food renders has obstructed our view of the

political and social realities of this early period, leading us to miscast this dominant
class of free landowners as the exploited victims of emergent kings and a new
sword-wielding elite? An alternative model, perhaps, would see the forerunners of
later sixth-century kings as fifth-century political leaders who were able to
assemble and hold together confederations of regiones, allowing the land-owning
farmers of multiple territories to act collectively to defend and advance their
common interests. Such a model would have the virtue of explaining the many
signs that the Germanic-speaking settler societies of this era were able to under-
take large-scale political action: not just the consistent emphasis on military
confrontation in our written sources, but also the series of massive linear
earthworks in Cambridgeshire that date to this period.94 The currently dominant
model, which imagines hundreds of tiny kingdoms emerging and jockeying for
position with their immediate neighbours, has always been in tension with these
indicators of a deep-rooted tradition of political cooperation on a scale far greater
than that of the regio.
It will be even more complex to work through implications of replacing royal

food renders with a practice of symbolically significant feasting in later periods.
A central question is how kings sought to exploit their feasting rights across the
centuries. Late eighth- and ninth-century Mercian charters, in particular, have
much to tell us here, and by the late eleventh century it is apparent that the right
to the ‘farm of one night’ had been monetized on an astonishing scale. In much
ofWessex, a single ‘night’s farm’was valued at approximately £100 in 1086. It is

93 The reading offered in A. Woolf, ‘Community, Identity, and Kingship in Early England’, Social
Identity in Early Medieval Britain, ed.W.O. Frazer andA. Tyrrell (London, 2000), pp. 91–109, esp. at
103–4, deserves more attention.

94 T. Malim, K. Penn, B. Robinson, G. Wait and K. Welsh, ‘New Evidence on the Cambridgeshire
Dykes and Worsted Street Roman Road’, Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Soc. 85 (1996),
27–122, at 95–98.
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worth dwelling on this for a moment, as the sheer size of these sums deserves
fuller recognition than it has hitherto received. £100 is 24,000 pence. In terms
of livestock, this would have bought 800 bullocks at the usual price of thirty
pence per head, or 4,800 sheep at five pence per head.95 We have no reliable
information on grain prices for this period but in the 1170s a ‘quarter’ of wheat,
a unit of volume of roughly 280 litres, would on average have cost roughly two
shillings, or twenty-four pence.96 A century after Domesday Book – a century
of population growth in which food prices are perhaps more likely to have
inflated than deflated – £100 would have bought maybe 280,000 litres of grain,
approximately 220 tons by weight. If it was spent solely on grain, the West
Saxon ‘farm of one night’ of approximately £100 would theoretically have
yielded 728 million kcal, enough to provide a daily ration of 2,000 kcal to
364,000 people. Spent on solely on beef, the equivalent figure is 68,000 people;
for mutton, 44,000 people.
The massive scale of these ‘night’s farm’ payments must have been the

product of a long development process. It will be difficult to unpick this but
recognising that the feorm of one night began as a feast rather than a food render
may prove helpful. Domesday values for ‘the farm of one night’ vary from shire
to shire in a way that aligns suggestively with what we know about where kings
spent most of their time.97 This makes some sense if we understand these figures
as resulting, at least in part, from an original right to receive feasts that was
commuted in multiple stages. It would not be surprising if, in practice, the
obligation to host a feast was commuted for a lot of money in places where royal
households regularly turned up and claimed their rights, and for relatively little in
places where this duty of feast-provision was a largely theoretical burden.
Domesday patterns can help us theorize how this might have happened, while
our scattering of textual references offer us opportunities to glimpse how far the
processes of commutation had progressed in different times and places. There is
a complex story to be told, in which kings continued to hold the right to receive
literal feasts in some locations even in the eleventh century – the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle entry for 1006, of course, has King Æthelred travelling to Shrewsbury

95 H. Fairbairn, ‘Was There a Money Economy in Late Anglo-Saxon and Norman England?’EHR
134 (2019), 1081–1135, at 1128–9.

96 Campbell, Seigniorial Agriculture, p. xxv; D. L. Farmer, ‘Prices and Wages’, The Agrarian History of
England and Wales, 1042–1350, ed. H. E. Hallam, Agrarian Hist. of England and Wales 2 (Cam-
bridge, 1988), 716–817, at 734.

97 P. A. Stafford, ‘The “Farm of One Night” and the Organization of King Edward’s Estates in
Domesday’, EconHR 33 (1980), 491–502; J. L. Grassi, ‘The Lands and Revenues of Edward the
Confessor’,EHR 117 (2002), 251–83, at 259–62; R. Lavelle, ‘The “Farm of One Night” and the
Organisation of Royal Estates in Late Anglo-Saxon Wessex’, Haskins Soc. Jnl 14 (2005), 53–82.
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to ‘take feorm’98 – even while they were commuting their feast rights for large
sums of money in other areas.
The recognition that the king’s feorm was originally a feast also bears on debates

about the progress of manorialization. Most obviously, it casts doubt on the hypoth-
esis that lords whowere given the right to receive the king’s feorm or pastus could easily
intensify these obligations or reframe them as rents. As was noted above, this idea
relies in part on Maitland’s observations about a possible conceptual slippage, by
which public obligations in recognition of ‘superiority’ were, in private hands, readily
conflated with rents. But the theory that feorm obligations were, in practice, difficult to
distinguish from annual rents paid in kind is difficult to sustain if one understands the
king’s right to feorm as the right to receive feasts.Maitland’s point about the conceptual
slippage remains valuable, but we can now appreciate that confusion between feorm

obligations and rents paid in kindwas only likely to arise once the duty to provide food
for a feast, should a king or lord turn up to claimone, had been commuted into amore
convenient annual payment. Such commutations would perhaps have made good
economic sense for all parties. If theywere enforced regularly, feast-supply obligations
would have constituted a significant burden for peasants, while providing only a
minimal direct benefit to lords. Some farmers may have gladly committed to
moderate cereal-based payments in return for the relief of the annual duty to slaughter
livestock for a feast.99 It is possible that such decisions had unforeseen consequences
for subsequent generations, when lords began to insist that receipt of such customary
payments signified ownership. Developments of this type can be shown to have
happened in the wake of theNorman conquest and theymay have taken place earlier,
though they are impossible to track in the surviving evidence.100

98 ASC MSS C, D and E, 1006. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle MS. C, ed. K. O’Brien O’Keeffe, AS
Chronicle: a Collaborative Edition 5 (Cambridge, 2001); The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle MS D, ed. G. P.
Cubbin, AS Chronicle: a Collaborative Edition 6 (Cambridge, 1996); The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
MS. E, ed. S. Irvine, AS Chronicle: a Collaborative Edition 7 (Cambridge, 2004). This same entry
refers to the Danes leaving the Isle of Wight around Christmas time and going to the feorme that
were waiting for them inHampshire and Berkshire. This aligns suggestively with Orderic Vitalis’s
statement that in 1069, when William the Conqueror was occupied in the west, the Danes ‘came
out of the marshes to share the feasts of the country people which are colloquially known as
“feorms”’, only to be ambushed while they ate (The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis, ed. and
trans. M. Chibnall, 6 vols. (Oxford, 1969–80) II, 231: ‘conuiuis prouincialium quæ uulgo firmam
appellant illecti ad terram egrediuntur’). In these eleventh-century contexts a feorm continues to
signify political recognition and submission.

99 Domesday evidence may reveal the result of such a commutation in Cambridgeshire, where
king’s ‘farm of one night’ rights were by 1066 traditionally rendered in grain, malt and honey. See
Grassi, ‘Lands and Revenues’, p. 257.

100 R. Fleming, Kings and Lords in Conquest England (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 133–8; G. Garnett,
Conquered England: Kingship, Succession, and Tenure (Oxford, 2007), pp 28–30; S. Baxter, ‘Lordship
and Justice in Late Anglo-Saxon England: the Judicial Functions of Soke and Commendation
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Where the recognition that feorm originally involved feasting may be particularly
valuable is in highlighting the fact that the initial stage in the model just outlined, in
which the obligation to provide ameat-heavy feast is commuted for an annual grain-
based render, should not be taken for granted.Even in the tenth century it is possible
to catch glimpses of lords receiving feorm in contexts that imply a literal feast is at
issue. Ælfheah, the lord mentioned above who died before he got round to ‘taking
feorm’ from his disputed landholdings, is a particularly clear example, and the dispute
his death provoked seems to reflect an assumption that lordship over land needed to
be recognized through feasting in late tenth-centuryKent.101 And in thefirst decade
of the tenth century we can see something similar in Surrey. It appears that the
residents of the sixty-hide landholding at Beddington were accustomed to holding
an annual feast to recognize the lordship of the bishop of Winchester.102

How widespread such feasts were and for how long they remained common is
difficult to say. But the survival and apparent normality of these feasting customs
in the tenth century suggests that historians ought to think again about the duties
of the geneat as outlined in the Rectitudines Singularum Personarum, an early eleventh-
century revision of a tenth-century text that sets out the rights and duties of the
various categories of person on an idealized estate. The geneat is presented as a
peasant who does not depend on the estate for farmland and therefore has light
obligations, one of which is hlaford feormian.103 There is every reason to translate
this ‘to provide a feast for the lord’, and the implications of doing so are interesting.
Since Maitland, it has been common to imagine that geneatas formed a tiny social
category, analogous to the handful of ‘riding men’ (radmanni) visible in a few
Domesday shires, and were therefore of limited wider significance.104 But there
are strong hints to the contrary. Notably, geneat is rendered villanus in the post-
Conquest Latin version of the Rectitudines, and a law of King Edgar on payment of
tithes assumes that all farmland that was not ‘thegn’s inland’ could be categorized
as neatland.105 In all these contexts, geneat looks like a broadly applicable term for a
free land-owning peasant, and if this is an accurate characterization theRectitudines’
generalizing statement that geneatas were obliged ‘to provide a feast for the lord’ is

Revisited’, Early Medieval Studies in Memory of Patrick Wormald, ed. S. Baxter, C. Karkov, J. L.
Nelson and D. Pelteret (Farnham, 2009), pp. 383–419, at 392—8.

101 S 1458 (Roch 34).
102 S 1444 (BCS 619). The document explains that no grain is included in its inventory of

Beddington, because the only grain present was what had been prepared for the bishop’s feorm.
If feorm here were just a reference to general-purpose supplies, there would have been no reason
to exclude it from the inventory. The text makes sense, however, if one understands the bishop’s
feorm as a feast.

103 Rectitudines Singularum Personarum, ch. 2 (Gesetze I, 445).
104 Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond, p. 59.
105 Rectitudines Singularum Personarum, ch. 2 (Quadripartitus version) and II Edgar, ch. 1.1. (Gesetze I,

196 and 445).
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significant. Set alongside the more specific texts, it contributes to a picture in
which free land-owning peasants were still recognising lords’ ‘superiority’ by
providing symbolically significant feasts across the English kingdom’s late
tenth-century southern heartlands. This fits nicely with Faith’s late chronology
for manorialization, and her insistence that we acknowledge the difficulties lords
would have faced in intensifying and reconceptualizing peasant obligations that
were embedded in ‘the moral economy of the countryside’.106

CONCLUS ION

There is a great deal more to be said on these subjects but this is not the place to
explore them further. The important point here is simply that the difference between
the obligation to provide a general-purpose food render and the obligation to
provide a feast is not as insignificant as one might imagine. Economically, the
amount of food at issue may be identical either way, the only real differences being
when and by whom it is consumed, but in symbolic, cultural terms the two are
worlds apart. A general-purpose food render is a primitive formof tax. It requires no
personal involvement from the king or lord, and can be collected by his agents with a
minimum of ceremonial fuss and no necessary show of respect to the peasants who
were duty-bound to provide it. By contrast, when kings and lords turned up in
person to grand communal feasts they were publicly entering into a host–guest
relationship with the peasants who provided the food. Exactly what this acceptance
of hospitality signified is a difficult and interesting question. It could evidently be
very much the point of the exercise from the king’s or lord’s perspective, at least
when the legal or political context meant that a public recognition of superiority was
a valuable thing to secure. What it meant for the peasants who provided the food is
harder to say. At minimum, it must have constituted a recognition that they were
suitable people to act as hosts to members of the elite, and this should not be taken
for granted. The economically dependent peasants of the Rectitudines – the cottars,
geburs, and various slaves – were all entitled to be hosted at feorme provided at their
lord’s expense at certain times of year, but it was not imagined that they could
reciprocate by extending hospitality to their superior. It was only the geneatas whose
largesse the lord was expected to accept. But what does this signify? Does this make
them his peers in some sense? Is he recognising them as fellow landowners? As
people with the economic independence necessary to act generously? As full
members of the political community he represents?107

106 Faith, Moral Economy, pp. 1–5.
107 Gautier, Le Festin, p. 225, argues that feasts signify générosité et libéralité in those who offer them

and fidélité et reconnaissance in those who accept them. If this applies here, it follows a king who
accepted a feast from a peasant community was not only recognising their status but also
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The point is not that these questions are easily answered but that they need to be
asked. If we replace our model of food renders with one of feasts, our approaches
to this institution will need to become less purely economic. As a form of elite
surplus extraction, the duty to provide grand feasts for the king (or for lords
endowed with the king’s rights) was spectacularly inefficient. Though there is no
reason to stop analysing feorm obligations in these terms, especially given the signs
that they could sometimes be commuted into less unwieldy grain-based or
monetary renders, we ought to understand them principally as an aspect of the
era’s political and legal culture. Looked at in this frame, the history of feorm has
much still to teach us about early medieval England.108

SUPPLEMENTARY MATER IAL S

To view supplementary material for this article, please visit http://doi.
org/10.1017/S0263675122000084.

APPENDIX 1 : INTERPRETAT IVE AS SUMPT IONS

Foodstuffs by
volume/weight

Density
kg/l

kcal/
kg

kcal/
l McCance and Widdowson entry

Honey 1.43 2,880 4,118 ‘Honey’
Ale 1.01 297 300 ‘Beer, bitter, average (<4% ABV)’
Unground corn 0.79 3,290 2,599 n/a - see below
Meal 0.59 3,270 1,929 ‘Flour, wheat, wholemeal’
Butter 0.96 7,440 7,142 ‘Butter, unsalted’
Spice (bacon and

lard)
0.87 4,940 n/a ‘Bacon rashers, middle, raw’ and ‘Bacon,

fat only, average, raw’ (see below).

implicitly accepting that he had a duty to be loyal to them, perhaps in the sense of steadfastly
defending their interests.

108 The authors would like to thank Lesley Abrams, Debby Banham, Jack Durand, Ros Faith, Alban
Gautier and Helena Hamerow for their feedback on various versions of these papers, and the
London Society forMedieval Studies, Alex Sanmark andMarkHall for giving us the opportunity
to present and workshop this research. We would also like to thank the articles’ anonymous
readers for their constructive and detailed feedback. Sam Leggett would like to thank the
everyone in the Dorothy Garrod lab group for their support and feedback over the years,
especially her doctoral supervisors Susanne Hakenbeck and Tamsin O’Connell. We gratefully
acknowledge Sam Leggett’s doctoral funders’ support of this research –Newnham College and
the Cambridge Trust (App No: 10386281), and the Cambridge Philosophical Society for their
grant of a studentship.
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The tables above set out the interpretative assumptions used in this article to
estimate the scale and proportions of Old English food lists. The reasoning
underlying these figures is set out below. The most important point to note is
that though these figures represent our best efforts they are not intended to be
definitive. Some of them are manifestly unreliable – little more than guesswork –
and it is likely that even the more solid figures could be improved with more
detailed work. We have resisted the temptation to adjust them ourselves in the
light of our findings (for instance, to produce more sensible-seeming quantities of
honey and cheese, or to provide less unexpectedly meagre rations of ale) because

Foodstuffs by
number

kg/
item

kcal/
kg

kcal/
item McCance and Widdowson entry

Ox/cow 110 1,549 170,368 n/a - see below
Sheep/wether 10.7 1,710 18,300 n/a - see below
Flitch (i.e. half

a pig)
31.2 1,470 45,791 ‘Pork, diced, raw, lean and fat’

Eel 0.84 7,10 596 ‘Eel, conger, flesh only, grilled, weighed
with bones and skin’

Salmon 3.92 1,790 7,008 ‘Salmon,Wild, flesh only, raw’ (see below).
Chicken 1 1,310 1,310 ‘Chicken, whole, raw, meat with skin,

weighed with bone’
Goose 3 2,383 7,149 ‘Goose, meat, raw, fat and skin’
Cheese 3 4,110 12,330 ‘Cheese, hard, average’
Loaf 0.3 2,170 651 ‘Bread, wholemeal, average’

Measures of volume Litres

Sester 4.89
Amber 15
Mitta 30
Tunne 50
Cumb 100
Fæt 4.2

Measures of weight Kilograms

Pund 0.326
Wæge 15
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such a circular methodology would devalue our findings. If others wish to adapt
these figures for different purposes, however, it would be appropriate to consider
such tweaks. It also bears stressing that some of our estimates are deliberately on
the high or low end of what is plausible, because this is conservative in the context
of the argument pursued here. These should be reassessed carefully if applied to
other contexts.
Except in the cases noted below, for calorific values we have relied on the 2021

version of McCance and Widdowson’s ‘The Composition of Foods Integrated
Dataset’, published by Public Health England, and given the title of the entry used
in the tables above.109 The figures for food densities, necessary when calculating
the weights of foods given by volume, were all sourced fromwww.aqua-calc.com.
The notes below are organised by section.

FOODSTUFFS BY VOLUME/WE IGHT

Unground corn. Since this is not included in McCance and Widdowson, we
resorted to an alternative online figure for ‘wheat, whole grain, raw’.110

Spice. Spice is a word which means both bacon and lard.111 This is not as odd as it
may first sound given the tremendous amount of belly fat that surrounds bacon.
We have tried tomodel this by averaging theMcCance andWiddowson figures for
‘bacon rashers, middle, raw’ and ‘bacon, fat only, average, raw’.

FOODSTUFF S BY NUMBER

Ox/cow and sheep/wether. The figures used here are those calculated by A. J.
S. Gibson for the unimproved sheep and cattle of early modern Scotland.112 Our
efforts to come to estimates based directly on zooarchaeological data are detailed
in the supplementary materials to this article.
Flitch (i.e. half a pig).113 We are using East Balkan Swine sows as a proxy for

early medieval pigs. We found that the East Balkan Swine had the lowest body
mass index of the modern pigs for which we could find data, and that the shoulder
heights of the sows (71.2 � 0.83cm) were comparable to the withers heights

109 Hosted on the gov.uk website: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/composition-
of-foods-integrated-dataset-cofid.

110 Food Nutrition Table, ed. F. M. de Jong: http://www.nutritiontable.com/.
111 AnAnglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the Manuscript Collections of the late Joseph Bosworth, ed. T. N. Toller

(Oxford, 1898), with T. N. Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the Manuscript Collections of
Joseph Bosworth: Supplement (Oxford, 1921) and A. Campbell, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the
Manuscript Collections of Joseph Bosworth: Enlarged Addenda and Corrigenda to the Supplement by
T. Northcote Toller (Oxford, 1972), s.v. spice.

112 A. J. S. Gibson, ‘The Size andWeight of Cattle and Sheep in Early Modern Scotland’,Agricultural
Hist. Rev. 36.2 (1988), 162–71, at 168 and 170.

113 Toronto Dictionary of Old English website, s.v. flicce.
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attested in the zooarchaeology.114 An average live weight for an East Balkan Swine
sow is 129.8 kg, and the carcass weight (determined after removal of the skin,
head, all the innards, and legs to the hock and elbow) is 56.7 per cent per cent of
that, or 73.6 kg. To remove the weight of the bones from this figure we need to
subtract a further 15.3 per cent, giving 62.3 kg in meat and fat.115

Eel. This is difficult to estimate because freshwater eels are a critically endan-
gered species in the UK. The nutritional information for a conger eel is the closest
available analogue. Though freshwater eels can grow very large indeed, the
National Anguila Club website explains that ‘most eels return to the sea before
they are 15 years old so the massive majority of our eel population never reaches
3lb in weight’. It also notes that eels of two pounds (907 grams) in weight are
approximately twenty years old.116 Our browsing of online fishmongers revealed
whole eels being sold at a range of weights, the greatest of which (listed as ‘XL’)
was 840 grams. Since what we think of as unusually large eels are likely to have
been more plentiful in the early medieval period, we used this as our standard
eel size.
Salmon. The UK Environment Agency divides riverine salmon into ‘small’ and

‘large’ categories, with the dividing line at 3.6 kg.117 The Fish Society, an online
fishmonger, lists a historic ‘typical market size’ for Atlantic Salmon (which are no
longer sold) of 4–5 kg.118Wehave assumed a typical earlymedieval salmonweighed
4.5 kg, on the grounds that such ‘large’ fish by the standards ofmodern rivers would
have been more readily available then. To this, we applied McCance and Widdow-
son’s ‘edible conversion factor’ of 0.87, arriving at a figure of 3.92 kg of edible fish.
Chicken. Because it is likely that early medieval chickens were small by

comparison with modern birds we have based our 1 kg estimate on the smallest
whole chicken size we could find at www.tesco.com.
Goose. TheMcCance andWiddowson figure of 3,610 kcal/kg only includesmeat,

fat and skin, which is noted to be 0.66 of a dressed carcass. The appropriate figure is
therefore 2,383 kcal/kg. The smallest goose sold bywww.wildmeat.co.ukweighs 3 kg.

114 R. Marchev, R. K. Doneva and D. Dimitrova, ‘East Balkan Swine – Autochthonous Bulgarian
Pig Breed’, Proceedings IX Simposio Internacional sobre el Cerdo Mediterráneo, ed. J. L. Tirapicos Nunes
and R. Charneca, Archivos de Zootecnia Año 2018 Supplemento 1 (Cordoba, 2018), 61–5, at 62;
P. J. Crabtree,Middle Saxon Animal Husbandry in East Anglia, East Anglian Archaeology 143 (Bury
St Edmunds, 2012), 53.

115 Marchev, Doneva and Dimitrova, ‘East Balkan Swine’, pp. 62 and 64.
116 See About Us page and B. McConnell, ‘The Lure and Challenge of Eel Angling’ on the National

Anguilla Club website: https://www.nationalanguillaclub.co.uk/.
117 ‘Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales in 2019: Preliminary Assessment Prepared

for ICES, March 2020’, p. 32, hosted on the gov.uk website: https://www.gov.uk/govern
ment/publications/assessment-of-salmon-stocks-and-fisheries-in-england-and-wales-in-2019.

118 ‘Salmon – Atlantic’, page on the Fish Society website: https://www.thefishsociety.co.uk/fish
opedia/salmon-atlantic.
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Cheese. Cheeses in this period are perhaps most likely to have been made of
sheep’s milk.119 Estimating the size of ‘a cheese’ is particularly challenging and the
figures we offer here should not be relied upon. Debby Banham suggests that
cheeses were likely to be either large and hard, and suitable for storage, or small
and soft for quick consumption and, as Ann Hagen notes, the eight pence
allocated for the purchase of an cese in a will fragment implies that a large cheese
is at issue in that text.120 Whole Manchegos (i.e. hard sheep’s cheeses) weighing
3 kg are available for purchase online, and we have taken these as our guide for
size. There is no McCance and Widdowson entry for sheep’s cheese, so we used
‘cheese, hard, average’ for calorie content, which yields results very close to those
of Manchego where we have been able to check them. If, however, the cheeses
envisaged in our sources are small, soft cheeses produced for immediate con-
sumption, our figures will be excessive.
Loaf. The evidence for a hlaf being a small, round bun is reviewed in the main

text. Our estimate of 300 grams is on the top end of what such a bun could
plausibly weigh, because this is conservative in the context of the argument
pursued here. A more moderate estimate would be closer to 200 grams.

MEASURES OF VOLUME

Sester. Bald’s Leechbook provides evidence for two different sizes of sester in our
period. One passage states that a sester of soap, honey or vinegar weighs two
pounds; the other explains that a sester weighs the same as fifteen pounds of
water.121 Pounds are discussed further below. Florence Harmer rightly notes that
the smaller sester of two pounds is also attested in a mid-eleventh-century charter,
but it is not clear why she believed the larger sester was too small to be the sesters
ofmead referenced by theHistoria Ecclesie Abbendonensis in a discussion of feast-day
rations, as if we use the sester of fifteen pounds of water we end upwith a plausibly
generous ration of 815 millilitres of mead per monk at dinner and a further
408 millilitres at supper.122 We have used this larger sester throughout here. It
is possible that this has resulted in overestimates where sesters of honey are at
issue.

119 D. Banham and R. Faith, Anglo-Saxon Farms and Farming (Oxford, 2014), pp. 111–12.
120 D. Banham, Food and Drink in Anglo-Saxon England (Stroud, 2004), p. 55; A. Hagen, Anglo-Saxon

Food and Drink (Ely, 2010), p. 265; ASChart, p. 252.
121 Leechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcraft of Early England, ed. O. Cockayne, 3 vols. (London, 1864–6)

II, 92 and 298.
122 Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth and Tenth Centuries, ed. F. E. Harmer (Cambridge,

1914) [hereafter SEHD], pp. 79-80; S 1425 (StAlb 16 and 16A); Historia ecclesie Abbendonensis,
ch. 207 (Historia ecclesie Abbendonensis: the History of the Church of Abingdon, ed. J. Hudson, 2 vols.
(Oxford, 2002–7) I, 342).
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Amber. The evidence for an amber being approximately the size of a bucket –
the sort of container that a single person could be expected to carry over a
distance – is reviewed in the main text.
Mitta. Archbishop Wulfred, in listing the supplies for the annual feast to

commemorate Ealdorman Oswulf and his wife Beornthryth explains that thirty
ambers of ale is the equivalents of fifteenmittan.123We have therefore taken amitta
to be double an amber. This assumption may well be unsafe in contexts distant
(chronologically or geographically) from early eighth-century Kent, or indeed
when mitta is used as a measure of honey rather than ale.
Tunne and cumb. The Toronto Old English web corpus shows that tunne is usually

glossed as cupa, ‘barrel’, which suggests a unit larger than an amber but is unhelpful
on the question of how much larger. However, one gloss equates the tunne to a
modius, which in Carolingian contexts was a unit of forty to fifty-five litres.124 A cumb,
on the other hand, tends to be rendered dolium in Latin, a word used for vessels that
can be very large indeed, and in Lacnunga it refers to the vat in which one brews
ale.125We therefore take a cumb to refer to a large container that would be difficult to
move while full, while tunne refers to a more readily transportable barrel, of the sort
that two people could lift onto a cart. Our estimate of a fifty-litre tunne is thus more
secure than the hundred-litre cumb, which is little more than a guess.
Fæt. Fæt is a common word meaning something like ‘vessel’.126 The rationale for

our estimated size of Ine’s fæt is discussed in the main text. It is based on the
assumption that the alternatives of a mitta of honey or two mittan of wine in
Archbiship Wulfred’s feast-supply list reflects an expectation that the honey was
intended to bemixedwith ale and drunk.127 If this assumption is correct and Ine 70.1
was based on the same ratio of honey to ale, then its fætwouldmeasure approximately
4.2 litres. If this assumption is incorrect, on the other hand, this estimate is worthless.

MEASURES OF WE IGHT

Pund. The pound varied in weight across the early Middle Ages and was subject to
two Carolingian reforms. We have opted for the earliest pound of 326 grams, as it
is unclear when or if the reformed Carolingian pounds entered ordinary usage in
English contexts.128

123 S 1188 (CantCC 42).
124 Toronto Old English Corpus website, s.v. tunne; J. Devroey, ‘Units of Measurement in the Early

Medieval Economy: the Example of Carolingian Food Rations’, French Hist. 1 (1987), 69–92, at
86.

125 Toronto Dictionary of Old English website, s.v. cumb.
126 Toronto Dictionary of Old English webiste, s.v. fæt.
127 S 1188 (CantCC 42).
128 H. A. Miskimin, ‘Two Reforms of Charlemagne? Weights and Measures in the Middle Ages’,

EconHR 20.1 (1967), 35–52.
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Wæge. Sometimes rendered ‘wey’ but literally just a ‘weight’, there is every
reason to worry that a customary wæge of cheese or spice might not be the same as
the customary wæge at issue when King Edgar ordered that a wæge of wool not be
sold for less than 120 pence.129We do at least know that a wæge of cheese was larger
than ten pounds in early ninth-century Kent because the former is specified as an
(implicitly much larger) alternative to the meat-day render containing the latter by
ArchbishopWulfred.130 This does not help usmuch but at least allows us to check
estimates for sense. We have proceeded on the assumption that a wæge, like an
amber, was approximately as much as a single person could be expected to carry
and estimated it at 15 kg, significantly more than ten pounds (3.3 kg).

129 III Edgar, c. 8.2 (Gesetze I, 204–5).
130 S 1188 (CantCC 42).
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